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ABSTRACT

Mobile communications have developed since the radio communications that were in use 50

years ago. With the advent of GSM , mobile communications was brought to the average citizen.

More recently, COMA technology has provided the user with higher data rates and more

reliable service, and it is apparent that it is the future of wireless communication. With the

introduction of 3G technology in South Africa, it is becoming clear that it is the solution to the

country 's wireless communication requirements. The 3G and next-generation technologies

could provide reliable communications to areas where it has proven difficult to operate and

maintain communications effectively, such as rural locations. It is therefore important that these

technologies continue to be researched in order to enhance their capabilities to provide a

solution to the wireless needs of the local and global community.

Whilst COMA is proving to be a reliable communications technology, it is still susceptible to

the effects of the near-far problem and mult iple-access interference. A number of multiuser

detectors have been proposed in literature that attempt to mitigate the effects of multiple-access

interference. A notable detector is the blind MOE detector, which requires only the desired

user 's spreading sequence , and it exhibits performance approximating that of other linear

multiuser detectors. Another promising class of multiuser detector operate using an iterative

principle and have a joint multiuser detection and error-correcting coding scheme. The aim of

this research is to develop a blind iterative detector with FEC coding as a potential solution to

the need for a detector that can mitigate the effects of interfering users operating on the channel.

The proposed detector has the benefits of both the blind and iterative schemes: it only requires

the knowledge of the desired user ' s signature, and it has integrated error-correcting abilities.

The simulation results presented in this dissertation show that the proposed detector exhibits

superior performance over the blind MOE detector for various channel conditions.

An overview of spread-spectrum technologies is presented, and the operation of OS-COMA is

described in more detail. A history and overview of existing COMA standards is also given . The

need for multiuser detection is explained, and a description and comparison of various detection

methods that have appeared in literature is given. An introduction to error coding is given , with

convolutional codes, the turbo coding concept and method s of iterative detection are described

in more detail and compared, as iterat ive decoding is fundamental to the operation of an

iterative COMA detector. An overview of iterative multiuser detection is given , and selected

iterative methods are described in more detail.
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A blind iterative detector is proposed and analysed. Simulation results for the propo sed detector,

and a comparison to the blind MOE detector is presented, showing performance characteristics

and the effects of various channel parameters on performance. From these results it can be seen

that the proposed detector exhibits a superior performance compared to that of the blind MOE

detector for various channel conditions. The dissertation is concluded, and possible future

directions of research are given.
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CHAPTERl INTRODUCTION

The world of mobile communications has advanced over the last 50 years. Initially commercial

mobile technologies were analogue and only started making a large appearance in the 1980s,

then a series of second-generation systems using digital transmission were commercialised.

These new systems offered higher spectrum efficiency, better data services and more advanced

roaming. The most popular of these technologies is GSM (Global System for Mobile

Communications), which is still in widespread service today throughout Africa , Europe and the

Middle East. The GSM standard was first conceptualised in 1982, the goal being to develop a

Pan-European cellular mobile network [5]. The official launch of GSM into the commercial

world was in 1992. Since then, an updated second phase of GSM was launched in 1996, with

higher data rates that could support technologies such as HSCSO (high speed circuit switched

data) , GPRS (general packet radio service) , and EOGE (enhanced data rates for global/GSM

evolution) . These newer technologies were called generation 2.5. Recently, the third generation

of mobile communications, based on the COMA (spread spectrum) technology was launched.

The 3G technologies offer even higher data rates , more flexibility and different quality of

service classes [5].

The origins of spread spectrum technologies lie in the military field and navigation systems, and

techniques developed to mitigate the effects of intentional jamming have proved suitable for

cellular applications, where communications may be through dispersive channels [5]. John

Pierce wrote a technical memorandum in 1949, where he described a multiplexing system that

can be classified as a time hopping spread spectrum multiple access system, in which a common

medium carries coded signals that need not be synchronous, [5]. In 1949 Claude Shannon and

Robert Pierce introduced the basic ideas of COMA by describing the interference averaging

effect and the graceful degradation of COMA. A direct sequence spread spectrum system was

proposed in 1950 by De Rosa-Rogoff, where the noise multiplexing idea and processing gain

equation was introduced [5]. Price and Green filed a patent for the RAKE , an anti-multipath

receiver, in 1956. Magnuski mentioned the near-far problem in 1961. Cooper and Nettleton

proposed the cellular application of spread spectrum systems in 1978, and in July 1993 spread

spectrum communications was commercialised in the form of the narrowband COMA IS-95

standard, which began commercial operation in 1996 [5]. During the 1990s, wideband COMA

techniques were studied intensively, resulting in a number of schemes, most notably COMA

2000 and WCOMA. Recently, third generation wireless systems were introduced using

wideband COMA.



Extensive research into multiuser detection (MUD) began when Verdu form ulated the

maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE), which is an optimum detector for additive

white Ga uss ian noi se (AWGN) channels [5]. A number of sub-optimal receiver s have since

app eared in literature, using various detection techniques to mitigate multiple acc ess

interference (MAl) and the effects of multipaths and the near-far problem. The evolution of

CDMA communications is summarised in Table 1.1 [5]:

Table 1.1: CDMA Era

Pioneer Era

1949

1950

1956

1961

1970s

John Pierce: time hopping spread spectrum
Claude Shannon & Robert Pierce: basic ideas of COMA

De Rosa-Rogoff: direct sequence spread spectrum

Price and Green: RAKE receiver

Magnuski: the near-far problem

Developments in the military field and navigation systems

Narrowband COMA Era

1978 Cooper and Nettleton: concept of the cellular application of spread spectrum

1980s Investigation of narrowband COMA techniques for cellular application

1986 Verdu: Optimal multiuser detector

1993 IS-95 standard

Wideband COMA Era

1995- Wideband COMA in Europe, Japan and United States

2000s Commercialisation of wideband COMA systems

1.1 Motivation

With the introduction of 3G cellular sys tems in South Africa, it is apparent that such systems

pro vide superior data transfer rate s compared to the established fixed-line telephone and GSM

cellular sys tems. The characteristics of CDMA sys tems will also pro vide more stable

connections for both voice and data. Whilst 3G technology has not been fully es tablished in

South Africa, it has the potential to pro vide the solution to a more reliable wireless

communications infrastructure in both rural and urban areas. For this reason, it is imperative

that 3G communications continue to be researched and enhanced, to evolve next-generation

sys tems that can provide the solution to local and global wireless communication requirements.

Whi lst DS-CDMA is becoming an ever popular multiple access technology for wireless

communications, it is still not entirely immune from the effects of interference, and is

particularly susceptible to multiple-access interference and the near-far effect. Multiuser

detection was developed in an attempt to miti gate these effects , and a number of multiuser
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detection schemes have been proposed in literature, each with its advantages and disadvantages.

Linear detectors, such as the decorrelating and MMSE detectors, require information about the

channel, the desired user and interfering users to estimate the interference due to cross 

corre lation and the channel, and thus can reduce the effect on the desired users signal. As will

be seen in Chapter 3, blind detectors require no information about the interfering users or the

channel, yet they perform comparably to other linear multiuser detectors . A common blind

detector uses the minimum output energy (MOE) criterion, where the output variance is

minimised with respect to components that are orthogonal to the desired user 's spreading

waveform.

Another class of multiuser detector is the iterative detec tor. They have the advantage of having

an integrated multiuser detection/error coding architecture, and exhibit superior performance

over their non-iterative counterparts. Iterative multiuser detec tors operate by pass ing

information from soft -input soft-output (SIS0) CDMA decoders to SISO error decoders, which

feeds the SISO CDMA decoder updated information for the next iteration. This principle of

operation is similar to that of the iterative decoding methods used in turbo codes.

The goal of this research is to develop a detector that has improved resistance to the effects of

interference , multipaths and the near-far problem. The proposed solution to these problems is to

combine the blind MOE and iterative techniques, resulting in a blind iterative detector that wi ll

require the least amount of information for multiuser detection, and still provide error-correcting

capabilities to further improve performance. Whilst most iterative systems utilise the MAP

algorithm to perform iterative decoding, the proposed detector uses the soft-output Vite rbi

algorithm to reduce comp utational complexity.

1.2 Organisation of the Thesis

The report is divided into three main sectio ns: Chapters 2 and 3 deal with spread-spectrum

communications, CDMA and multiuser detection. Chapter 4 deals with error coding. Chapters 5

and 6 introduce the proposed iterative detector and present simu lation results, respectively. A

more detailed summary of the chapters is given below.

Chapter 2 describes the three multiple access communication techno logies, frequency-division,

time-division, and code-division multiple access schemes. An introduction to the principles of

operation for DS-CDMA is given . An overview of existing CDMA technologies and their

operating parameters is given .

Chapter 3 exp lains the need for multiuser detection, and describes various multiuser detection

methods that have appeared in literature, but the primary focus of this chapter is on the blind
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MOE scheme. The performance of the mam linear detectors, being the conventional,

decorrelating, MMSE and blind detectors are analysed and compared using both the bit error

rate and asymptotic efficiency criterion. An overview of interference cancellation detectors is

given as some iterative detectors described in Chapter 5 utilise the interference cancellation

method.

Chapter 4 describes and compares varIOUS error coding schemes, with its focus being on

convolutional codes and turbo codes, which will be required for the iterative detector. The two

main iterative decoding techniques, the maximum a posteriori and soft-output Viterbi

algorithms, are explained, as these techniques are fundamental to the operation of iterative

COMA detectors.

An overview of iterative multiuser detection is given in Chapter 5, with a few specific detectors

being described in more detail. The proposed scheme is introduced, with the variations from

previous blind iterative decoders being described. A theoretical analysis of the proposed

detector is then given.

Chapter 6 presents simulation results for the proposed detector, with comparisons to the blind

MOE detector, for general performance and to illustrate the effect various channel parameters

have on performance. The results show an improved performance due to the iterative structure

for the different operating conditions. The dissertation concludes in Chapter 7, where the key

points are summarised and possible future research directions are given.
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CHAPTER 2 DS-CDMA

This chapter presents an overview of multi-access communications, including TDMA and

FOMA, and spread-spectrum systems, including TH-COMA and FH-COMA. The focus of the

chapter is on OS-COMA systems, which will be used as the transmission system for the

proposed blind iterative detector. The general performance of OS-COMA systems is simulated.

An overview of PN sequences used for spreading codes and their characteristics is given. Three

existing COMA standards are described.

2.1 Multi-Access Communications

Multi -access communications is when multiple transmitters utilize a single channel, i.e. a

channel is shared amongst numerous transmitters, and usually refers to situations where the

sources are not collocated or operate autonomously. The sources are referred to as users [I].

There are many examples of multi-access communication systems: mobile telephones

communicating with a base station, local-area networks , packet-radio networks, and satellite

communications. Generally multi-access communications is multipoint-to-point.

Two common multiple-access methods are frequency -division multiple-access (FDMA) and

time-division multiple-access (TOMA). In FOMA the channel bandwidth is divided up amongst

the users , and in TOMA each user gets a timeslot. Each method has its advantages and

disadvantages. In FOMA, the bandwidth each user utilizes is limited, but there is no need for

time-synchronism. In TDMA, each user can use the entire bandwidth, but only transmits in

"bursts", and time-synchronism is required, so all users must have access to a common clock.

An important feature of both these methods are that the users are essentially operating In

separate, non-interfering channels; hence the transmitted signals are mutually orthogonal.

The above two schemes ensure that there is no overlap in the time or frequency slots. If this

were violated, the receivers would be unable to decode the signals that have overlapped.

However, signals may overlap in both time and frequency: the key here is that their cross

correlation is zero:

T {I'i = j(s .,s .) = fs .(t )s .(t )dt =
I J 0 I J 0, i *" j

(2 .1)

This scheme is code-division multiple-access. The principle is that each user has a unique

signature waveform that is orthogonal to the other users . Each user 's transmitter modulates its

own unique signature waveform as if it is a single-user communication system. CDMA

communications may be synchronous or asynchronous, whereas TOMA systems have to be
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synchronous. Figure 2.1 compares the bandwidth usage of TDMA, FDMA and CDMA systems

for multiple users . Examples of wireless CDMA systems wher e the different users are not

synchronous are: IS-95 , CDMA2000, W-CDMA, BlueTooth (using frequency-hopping CDMA),

and IEEE 802.11 [2], however the forward link ofIS-95 and CDMA2000 are synchronous.

As the entire bandwidth is used for each signal , the bandwidth of the transmitted signal IS

greater than the bandwidth of the original message. For this reason this type of communication

is known as spread spectrum, and will be discussed in Section 2.2 below.

2.2 Spread Spectrum Communications

As mentioned above, spread spectrum signals are distributed over the entire available bandwidth.

The interference from the resulting waveform is barel y noticeable, hence a receiver tuned to a

specific AM or FM broadcast would not notice the existence of the overlapping spread spectrum

signa l, likewise the spread spectrum receiver would not notice the existence of the broadcast:

the signals are said to be transparent [3].

There are three types of CDMA systems: frequency-hopping (FH-CDMA), time-hopping (TH

CDMA), and direct- sequence (DS-CDMA). For FH-CDMA N channels would be available for

the system to hop over with a sequence determined by the spreading code . If the information

channel has a bandwidth B" then the bandwidth of the FH signal is BFH=NB,. The proce ssing

gain of the system is [2]:

PGFH=10IogN dB. (2.2)

There are two basic types of hopping sequences: fast hopping, which makes two or more hops

per symbol, and slow hoppin g, where there are two or more symbol s transmitted per hop .

TI-I-CDM A transmits data with a rate R, which originally required a time interval T, over a

longer time interva l T.~ . The data is sent in burst s determined by the chip sequence. The time

between bursts, tl" can be varied, and the data rate of the spread signal , Rs, will always be lower

than the initial data rate. For N bursts, occurring in time T:

N

I t"
l -~R .

T
(2 .3)

DS-CDMA systems represent each symbol by a series of chips (the spreading sequence). For a

bit rate R , bandwidth B , and N chips , the chip rate is R, = RN , and the DS bandwidth is B
DS

= BN.

The processing gain of a DS system is:
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Figure 2.1: Compa riso n of bandwidth usag e for TD I\IA. FDI\IA and CDI\IA sys tems

Bos
PG os = lOlog-dB 0

B
(2.4a)

For BPSK modulati on BoslB = (2ITc)/( I I Tb) = 2~/Tc, so the processin g ga in ca n be determined

by:

2TbPG os =-- ,
Tc

(2.4 b)

whe re T b and T, are the t ime interval s for a bit and a chip respectively. OS-COM A sys te ms w ill

be discu ssed in grea ter detail in Sec tion 203 below.

T he spec tra l efficiency, E el!; describes how effic ient ly the message IS fitt ed into the

transmiss ion band [4]:

E el! =RIBns,G p =2~) IT,. (for BPSK)

B _ BJ)S
0
2- lel' _ 2 I T,. _ Gp

ns k log, M T, log, M

=> E . = lo g 2 M =~
eft G G

p p

whe re k is the number of bits and M is the ' level ' , M= 2k [4] .
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2.3 DS-CDMA Model

COMA operates on the principl e that signa ls can be decoded if they are orthogonal to eac h other.

The user 's signal is decoded by mixing the received signals with orthogonal signat ure

waveforms. The auto-corre lat ion will a llow the desired wave form to pass; yet as the signature

waveforms are orthogo nal, the cross-corre lation ' cancels ' components from any other user.

The basic model of a synchronous COMA system can be give n by the math ematical

description of the kth user:

co

xk(I) = A2r I b, (i)Sk(I - iT) ,
1=0

(2.6a)

where A~:r and s, are the transmitted amplitude and sprea ding waveform of the kth user

respective ly, bk(i ) is the ith bit of the kth user and T is the bit duration. The async hronous case is

described below:

co

X k (I) = A~:r I bk (i)s k (I - iT - Tk ) ,

;=0

where 't k is the time de lay. The model is show n be low:

(2.6b)

chip code

data--~

Figure 2.2: DS-CDM A transmitte r

In Figure 2.2 above, B(t) represe nts a wave-shaping filter, and the chip code is a pseud o-no ise

(PN) sequence. The spread ing waveform is give n by:

N -!

Sk(I) = 2>k(n)\jI(t - nTJ , 0 ~ t s r.,
11 =0

(2 .7)

where N is the processing ga in, Ck is the kth users chip code, \V(t) is the chip pulse shape and T,

is the chip duration.

The synchronous received signa l for the kth user is then given by:

8



(2 .8)

where A :x is the recei ved amplitude of the kth user. The noise term n(t ) has components due to

AWGN and multip le access interference (MAl) . The receiver model is shown in Figure 2.3:

received
signal

chip
code

data

Figure 2.3: DS-CDM A receiver

Figure 2.4 below shows the waveforms for the data bit stream (BPSK), the chip seq uence and

the product of the two : the spread data. Note that the tran sitions of the data sequence coincide

with a transition in the chip sequence. If the chip sequence were tru ly random, then the product

(spread) seq uence would be another random sequence with the same chip rate as the PN

seq uence, whereas the spread waveform in Figure 2.4 is similar to the chip sequence.

The probability of a bit error for a single-user COMA system is:

(2.9)

where Eb is the signal energy per bit and "hNo is the power spec tra l density of the no ise . Fig ure

2.5 shows the performance for a single-user system, using a length-31 Go ld code for spreading

(see the followi ng section for an outline of spreading codes).

2.4 Pseudo-Noise Sequences

The chip codes that determine the signature waveform of the users are pseudo-noise (PN)

sequences, wh ich can be generated by a series of shift registers with feedback. The bas ic PN

sequence is the maximal length (ML) sequence . The generated seq uence has a length L = 2N - 1,

where N is the number of shift regis ters employed. PN sequences have a number of prop ert ies,

which are described below:

• PN sequences are ' balanced' , that is the number of ' 1' s and the number of ' O's differ by

1.

• Th e sequences have ' runs' of' 1' s or 'O's (a run is the number of consecutive ' 1' s or

' O's). Half of the runs have a length of I, a quarter of the runs have length 2, an eig hth

9
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Figure 2.5 Simulated CDMA single-user performance

of the runs have length 3 and the remaining one eighth runs cannot be counted as the

code is too short [2].

• PN sequences have a correlation between one another, and can be determined by the

equation:

I
P = L (N , - N d ) , (2. 10)

where N, and N, are the number of differences and similarities, respecti vely, when two

sequences are compared, and L is the length as defined above [2].

Other PN sequences include Walsh Codes, which are generated recursive ly and are used in

synchronous channels and WCDMA downlinks because of their good orthogonality, and Gold

Codes , which are genera ted by summing pairs of ML sequences and are usually used in

asynchronous channels because of their good cross-correlation. They have a guaranteed 3-level

cross-correlation [4], given below:

{t(N)IL, IlL, (t(N)-2)IL}. (2.11)

For a L-length code there are L + 2 codes in a family and
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{

I + 2 (N+I )12 for odd N
I( N) = J'

1+ i N
+ - )/2 for even N,

(2.12)

Figure 2.6 shows examples of generators for a ML sequence and a go ld code. It can be clearly

seen that the go ld code is the sum of two ML sequences. The codes produced from the above

generators will be of length 31 (25
- 1 = 31) .

(a) ML sequence ge nera tor

.-. r- ([\ ([\
f---+

SR SR . ~LJ SR -,L/ SR SR
Gold

r i'\0de

~D

~SRH SR HSR~ ISR

(b) Go ld code generator

Figure 2.6: I'N seq uence generators
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Fig ure 2.7: Autocorrela tion a nd cross -co rrclat ion va lues
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Figure 2.7 shows the autocorrelation and cross-correlation properties of pseudo-noise sequences.

A length 31 Gold Code sequence was used to generate the plots in Matlab. It can be seen that

they have good autocorrelation, but poor cross-correlation.

2.5 Existing CDMA Systems

As already mentioned, there are a number of CDMA systems currently in use. Here we will

look briefly at the IS-95 , IS-665 and CDMA 2000 protocols. An outline of the protocol is given,

and the main parameters of the protocol are listed to give an idea of the bandwidths, chip rates

and spreading sequences that are currently in use.

2.5.1 IS-95 (CDMA One)

This standard was first introduced in 1989, as a "Common Air Interface", which eventually

became the IS-95 standard in 1993, and was then revised again in 1995 to become IS-95A. This

is a dual-mode standard with an AMPS analogue mode. The IS-95B standard was completed in

1998. The IS-95A standard only uses one spreading code per channel, whereas the IS-95B

standard has the ability to concatenate up to eight codes for the transmission of higher bit rates ,

providing a maximum data rate of 115.2 kbps. IS-95 was commercially available in the United

States , Hong Kong , Singapore and Korea , and was very successful in Korea [5]. The parameters

for the IS-95 standard are listed in Table 2.1 [5], and will be discussed in more detail in the

following paragraphs. A more detailed description and diagrams of the various channels may be

found in [5].

Table 2.1 15-95 Parameters

Bandwidth
Chip rate
Frequency band uplink

Frequency band downlink

Frame length
Bit rates

Speech codec

Soft handover
Power control

No. RAKE fingers
Spreading codes

1.25 MHz
1.2288 Mcps
869 - 894 MHz
1930 - 1980 MHz
824 - 849 MHz
1850 - 1910 MHz
20ms
Rate Set 1: 9.6,4.8,4.2, 1.2 Kbps
Rate Set 2: 14.4,7.2,3 .6,1.8 Kbp s
1S-95B: 115.2 Kbps
QCELP 8 kbps
EVRC 8 kbps
ACELP 13 kbps
Yes
Uplink: Open loop and fast closed loop
Downlink: Slow quality loop
4
Walsh and long M-sequence

The channel downlink structure consists of three common (i.e. they are shared) channels and

one dedicated channel (they are allocated for the use of a single user). The paging channel, the

13



pilot channel and the synchronisation channel are common, whilst the traffic channel is

dedicated. The data that is to be transmitted over a common channel is grouped into 20ms

frames, convolutionally encoded, repeated to adjust the data rate, and then interleaved.

Orthogonal Walsh codes are used to spread the signal at a rate of 1.2288 Mcps. The signal is

split into the I and Q channels and is spread with long PN sequences at a rate of 1.2288 Mcps

prior to baseband filtering . The pilot channel is used by the mobile station for coherent

demodulation, acquisition, tracking of time delays, power control measurements and as an aid

for handover. The synchronisation and paging channels operate at a fixed rate of 1.2 Kbps and

9.6 Kbps, respectively [5]. Each downlink traffic channel contains one fundamental code

channel and up to seven supplemental code channels, and has two different rate sets, as shown

in Table 2.1. The supplemental code channels may only utilise the full data rate (9.6 or 14.4

Kbps). As each channel has a different data rate, symbol repetition is used to achieve a fixed

data rate prior to interleaving. Three types of spreading codes are used: length 64 Walsh codes

to separate the physical channels, a pair of long M-sequences of length 215
- I is used for

quadrature spreading (one for the I channel and the other for the Q channel), and a long pseudo

random sequence with a period 242
- I is used for base band data scrambling [5].

The uplink has two channels: a dedicated traffic channel and a common access channel. The

traffic channel consists of a fundamental code channel and eight (0 to 7) supplemental code

channels. As in the downlink, two rate sets can be supported (rate set 2 does not necessarily

have to be supported), and only the full data rates are used in the supplemental code channels.

Data that is transmitted on the uplink channels are grouped into 20ms frames, convolutionally

encoded, block interleaved and modulated by 64-ary orthogonal modulation. The signal is

spread using long PN sequences at a rate of 1.2288 Mcps prior to baseband filtering, then split

into the I and Q channels and then spread with in-phase and quadrature spreading sequences [5].

The access channel is used by the mobile station to initiate a call,to respond to a paging channel

message, and for location updates. The access channel only operates at a fixed data rate of 4.8

Kbps . Each access channel is associated with a paging channel, hence there can be up to seven

access channels. The transmitted data is convolutionally encoded using the same generator

polynomials as the downlink. For rate set I on the traffic channels, a rate 1/3 convolutional code

is used, and a rate 1/2 is used for rate set 2. As with the downlink, there is symbol repetition,

however here they are not transmitted, but masked out to save transmission power. In the access

channel however, the repeated symbols are transmitted. The coded symbols are grouped into

groups of six, which are used to select one of 64 Walsh codes, which are used for orthogonal

modulation. Each code channel and each access channel is identified by a different phase of a

pseudo random M-sequence of length 242
. The in-phase and quadrature spreading is performed

by the same length is M-sequences as in the downlink channel [5].
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2.5.2 18-665 (W-CDMA)

Thi s standard is not to be con fused with the UMTS/WCDMA standard. IS-665 W-CDMA has it

origins in broadband CDMA (B-CDMA) concept, which was introduced in 1989. The orig inal

bandwidth was large : 48 MHz and the chip rate was 24 Mcps. In 1991 W-CDMA was proposed

and became the IS-665 standard. As it was not commerciall y success ful, it has not been

deplo yed except in trial syste ms. It was also the basis of the Japanese Core-B proposal [5].

The main parameters for IS-665 W-CDMA are shown in Table 2.2 [5]. The 64 Kbp s data rate

is transmitted using a 1'2 rate convolutional code , whilst the lower rates use symbol repetition.

The Core-B proposal is an enhanced version , and offers 128 Kbps within a single code and 2

Mbp s using multicode transmission . The frame length is 5ms, and interleaving can be

performed over 5, 10 or 20 ms. IS-665 has open and closed loop control, the open loop control

having variable step sizes , which are controlled adapt ively. The use of interference cancellation

is supported.

Ta blc 2.2 15-665 W-CDMA Parameters

Bandwidth
Basic chip rate
Basic data rate
Base station synchronisation
Frame length
Multirate / variable rate
Coherent detection
Power control

2.5.3 CDMA 2000

5,10, IS MHz
4.096, 8.192 and 12.288 Mcpss
16, 32, 64 Kbps
Synchronous
5ms
Symbol repetition / multicode
Pilot Cannel
2 Kbps time multiplexed

The main focus of CDM A 2000 is to provide 144 Kbps and 384 Kbps in a 5 MHz bandwidth for

vehicular and pedestrian environments respect ively, and 2048 Kbps for the indoor environment.

Table 2.3 [5] lists the parameters for the CDMA 2000 protocol, and the following paragraphs

will give an overview of the channel structure. Refer to [5] for a more in-depth description of

this protocol [5].

The uplink has four dedicated channels: the fundamental and supplemental channels for user

data and the control and pilot channels. The control channel has a frame length of 5 or 20ms,

and carries information such as measurement data , and the pilot channel is used as a reference

for coherent detection, and also carrie s time multipl exed power control symbols. These

dedicated channels are separated by Wal sh codes [5]. There is also a reverse acces s channel (R

ACH) , which is used for initia l access, and a reverse common control channel (R- CCC H),

which is used for fast packet access. Both of these are common channels. The fundamental

channel carries voice , signalling and low rate data , and supports rates of 9.6 and 14.4 Kbps and
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their subrates (rate sets I and 2 of IS-95), and it always operates in the soft handover mode. It

does not operate in a scheduled manner, which reduces delays and processing loads. The uplink

supports up to two supplemental channels, which provide high data rates. In the uplink, user

separation is performed by different phase shifts of a 241 length M-sequence, and channel

separation is performed using variable spreading factor Walsh sequences [5].

Tablc 2.3 CDMA 2000 Parameters

Bandwidth 1.25,5, 10, 15,20 MHz
Downlink RF Structure
Chip rate

Frame length

Direct spread or multicarrier
1.2288/3 .6864 /7 .3728/11.0593/14.7456 Mcps for direct spread
n x 1.2288 Mcps (n=I,3,6,9,12) for multicarrier
20ms for data and control / 5ms for control information on the
fundamental and dedicated control channel

Variable spreading and multicode
4 - 256

Balanced QPSK (downlink)
Dual-channel QPSK (uplink)
Complex spreading circuit

Open loop and 800Hz fast closed loop

QPSK (downlink)
BPSK (uplink)
Pilot time multiplexed with PC and EIB (uplink)
Common continuous pilot channel and auxiliary pilot (downlink)
Control, pilot, fundamental and supplemental code multiplexed
I&Q multiplexing for data and control channels

Variable length orthogonal sequences for channel separation, M
sequence 2 15 (same for all users different sequences in I&Q channels),
M-sequence 2

4 1
- 1 for user separation (different time shifts for different

users)

Variable length Walsh sequences for channel separation, M-sequence 2 b

(same sequence with time shift utilised in different cells, different
sequence in I&Q channel)

Soft Handover
Interfrequency handover

Data modulation

Power control

Multirate

Handover

Coherent detection

Spreading modulation

Channel multiplexing
(uplink)

Spreading (downlink)

Spreading factors

Spreading (uplink)

The downlink has three dedicated and three common control channels. As with the uplink,

the fundamental and supplemental channels carry user data and dedicated control channel

carries the control messages, containing power control bits and rate information. Mobile stations

use the synchronisation channel to acquire initial time synchronisation. One or more paging

channels are used for paging the mobiles. The reference signal for coherent detection, cell

acquisition and handover is provided for by the pilot channel, and is similar to the IS-95

standard in that it is comprised of a long PN-sequence and Walsh code [5].
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2.6 Conclusion

This chapter has presented an overview of multi-access and spread spectrum communications.

The operation and performance of OS-COMA was described. Three existing COMA standards

were described. Whilst these standards offer power-control to minimise the near-far effect, they

do not offer a solution to all the problems encountered in multiple access channels. Chapter 3

will discuss multiuser detection, which further suppre sses interference due to multiple users.
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CHAPTER 3 MULTIUSER DETECTION

Thi s chapter presents an overview of multiuser detect ion for DS-CDMA communication

systems. The need for multiuser detection is discussed, and various techniques are described.

The focus is on the minimum output energy (MOE) blind multiuser detector (MUD), as it is the

most popul ar of the blind detectors [6] and is required for the propo sed detector. The advantages

of blind detection over other MUD techniques are discussed. The performance of the linear

multiu ser detectors is compared.

3.1 Conventional Detector

Sl

Q> YI
----+d1

®-.Q> Yz ----+ d2

s,

I

®-i> Y3
----+ d3

Figure 3.1: Conventional CDMA det ector

Conventional CDMA detectors are just a bank of single-user detectors (chip matched filters), as

shown in Figure 3.1. The received signal is given by Equation 2.8:

(2.8)

and the output of the matched filter is given by:

(3.1)
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where CPk and Tk are the phase and time delay respectively [1, 5, 6]. The output of the matched

filter is passed through a decision, and the estimated bits are then given by

(3.2)

Equation 2.8 can be re-written using matrix representation to model the conventional multiuser

system:

rei) = SAb(i) + n(i) ,

A = diag([A], A z, . .. , A k ])

(3.3)

S k = [c k (1), ck (2),· . . , Ck (N)f .The AWGN vector n(i) has a covariance matrix of OZIN.

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the noise term, net), is comprised of AWGN and MAL The MAl

component of the noise term can be given by:

K T

MAl = LXi fS k (t)si (t)dt ,
i"k 0

(3.4)

where Xi is thejth user 's signal, Sk is the desired user 's spreading sequence and Si is thejth user 's

spreading sequence, andj 7:- k.

Due to the effect of MAl, as the number of users increase in the channel, the performance of

the system is degraded. Figure 3.2 shows the effect the number of users has on the performance

of a single-user detector in an AWGN channel for a SNR of 10 dB, using a length-31 spreading

code. As can be seen, the semi-log graph shows a straight line, hence the number of errors

increases exponentially with the number of users.

Figure 3.3 shows the effect the length of the spreading code has on the performance of the

conventional CDMA detector for an AWGN channel with a SNR of 10 dB. As can be seen, the

performance is improved for an increase in the code length, due to the increase in the processing

gain and the spectral efficiency, as calculated by Equations 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. There is a

disadvantage of using very long PN sequences is that they are not orthogonal [6], hence there

will be an increased cross-correlation, leading to an increase in MAL
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3.2 The Multiuser Channel

As can be seen from Figure 3.2, as the number of users increase, the performance is degraded.

The presence of additional users creates problems that need to be taken into account when

detecting data. Of these problems, MAl has already been discussed above , and multipaths and

the near-far problem will be looked at in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively.

3.2.1 Multipaths

Signals can take different ' routes' to their ' destination ' . Each route will have its own phase

shifts and delays, hence different components of the signal will be asynchronous. For n

multipath components, each interfering user will create n interfering signals, hence the detector

will have to eliminate n(K-l) signals . The desired user will also have n components, which will

have to be combined. The multipaths were simulated by generating random values with,

magnit ude less than half the main signa l strength, and shifting the "bits" in the matrix form

relative to the main signal to account for propagation delay. Figure 3.4 below shows the effect

that the number of multipaths, which have different strengths, has on the performance of a

CDMA system .

..-

10

No. of multipaths
14 12

.
..:,<: : > : , -: : ~ . .

. : -:: ' ,., "-<----- 0

~----- 24
6

SNR (dB)

Figure 3.4 Simulate d effect of multipaths
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As can be seen from Figure 3.4, the performance is degraded with a larger number of multipaths.

As the number of users increases the effect of the number of multipaths becomes more

pronounced, as the number of interfering components increases.

3.2.2 The Near-Far Problem

Signals will be received with different powers. If the desired signal is further from the recei ver

than the interfering user (s), or they are transmitting with a greater power than the desired user,

the signal at the receiver is in danger of being ' drowned-out' by the interfering signal s. In

Figure 3.5, the signal strength of the interfering users is the ratio of the interfering signal

A2

strength Ak to that of the normalized desired signal strength A I, and is given by 10 log-T' but
AI

as A I is normalized, i.e. A 1=1, this becomes 10 log A; = 20 log Ak • As with the multipath

length , it can be seen that the effect on the system is greater when there are more users present.

As the number of users increases, there is more interference with the desired user 's signal ,

therefore there will be a degradation in performance. For the sirigle user case , there will be no

effect, as there are no other users to create interference. All of the 10 users in Figure 3.5 have

greater power than the desired user.

. " ':" .. ,.-,.-

o

Interfering users strength (dB)

10 12

Figure 3.5 Simulated near-far effect
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3.3 Optimal MUD

Optimal multiuser detection is based on maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE). The

maximization of a cost function leads to the optimum decoding of all users [6]. The most likely

hypothesis b' = (b
l
' , " ' , b

k
' ) is selected for the given observations, which is equivalent to

selecting the noise realization with minimum energy (the Euclidean distance between the

received vector and the set of possible noiseless received vectors is minimized) [1, 7-11]:

min T[ K ]2b' = arg K f ret) - Ibksk(t) dt
bE{-I,I} 0 k =1

max T T
= arg . . K 2y b - b Rb

bE {-l,l}

(3.5)

where y is the transmitted bits, b is decision based on y, and R is the non-negative matrix of

cross-correlations between waveforms:

T

R ij = fs;(t)S j(t)dt .
o

(3 .6)

The maximization of the cost function (3.5) is a combinatorial optimization problem, meaning

that the possible arguments comprise a finite set. Hence it is possible to use an exhaustive

search i.e. perform calculations for all possible arguments and choose the arg ume nt that

maxirmzes the algorithm. The computational complexity of optimal detection increases

exponentially with the number of users [6,7].

3.4 Decorrelating Receiver

This method applies the inverse of the correlation matrix to the soft output of the conventional

detector, and is analogous to zero-forcing equalizers . The correlation matrix is defined by

Equation 3.6. The output of the decorrelating detector is given by [1, 5-9,11 -14] :

dCORR(i) = sgn(R-Iy(i)),

where y(i) is the output of the matched filter and R is the KxK correlation matrix, given by
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1 P Z,] P 3.1 PK,I

PI,2 1 P 3,Z PK,Z

R= P I,3 P 2.3 P K.3

PJ.K P Z,K P 3,K

The advantages of this detector is that it eliminates MAl and it does not require knowledge of

the users' received amplitudes, hence its probability of error is independent of signal energies,

rendering it near-far resistant. The detection of each of the users can be performed

independently of the other users. However, the detector does not result in optimum decisions,

and tends to enhance noise [1, 5-9 , 11-14]. The matrix inversion may become computationally

intensive for a large number of users , or when long spreading code s are used.

3.5 MMSE MUD

Minimum mean squared error (MMSE) receivers take into account background noise and

makes use of received signal powers. As the names suggests, the mean squared error between

the transmitted bit and the decision variable is minimized i.e. min(Elbk -(Sk'Y)ZD[1, 6-7,13

18]. The linear transform that achieves MMSE is given by:

The bit decision is then given by:

L
MMSE

= [R + (a' A - 1) 2r

d MMSE =sgn(L MMSEy)

(3.8)

(3.9)

As the MMSE receiver takes into account the background noise, the noise enhancement

problem experienced by the decorrelating detector is circumvented. The BER performance is

thus superior to that of the decorrelating receiver, and as the background noise goes to zero, the

MMSE detector approaches the decorrelating receiver. The disadvantages are that estimation of

the received power levels, have to be estimated, so erroneous estimations may degrade

performance. As performance is dependant on the signal power levels, the receiver is not as

near-far resistant as the decorrelating detector [1, 6-7 , 13-17]. Another advantage of the MMSE

receiver is that it can be implemented as an adaptive receiver, however it will need training as

discussed in Section 3.6.
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3.6 Training Based MMSE Receiver

There are two main adaptive implementations of the MMSE receiver: the Recursive Least

Squares (RLS) and the Least Mean Squares (LMS). The RLS receiver update equations are as

follows [7, 9]:

Wk[i + 1] =wk[i] + P[i]r[i]ck[i] and

P[i + 1] = p -lP[i] _ P[i]r[i]~.[ir P[i ,
p+r[i] P[i]r[iJ

where wk[i] is the cost function , r[i] denotes the received bits and Ck[i] = b, [i] - wk[i]r[i] is the

estimation error for the kth user. The LMS update equation is [7,9]:

where Jl is the step size.

As can be seen, the RLS detector has a higher computational complexity than the LMS

detector; however it has a faster convergence and lower steady state error [1, 6, 7, 9]. The

training sequence is known at the receiver, and is transmitted before the message bits. As the

received training sequence is known, it can be used to initialise the filter weights, which are

updated by either the RLS or LMS equations.

3.7 Blind MUD

There are two main methods for blind detection : the minimum output energy (MOE), which is

an adaptive algorithm, and a subspace-based computation. The MOE method is more suited for

an iterative detector as it allows for the estimation of channel parameters, which are used to

calculate priors in the iterative detectors.

In this section the equations for a blind adaptive receiver using the minimum output energy

criterion are derived. These detectors have the advantage of not using a training sequence, hence

their name, yet they approximate the MMSE receivers.

3.7.1 MOE Detector

Linear multiuser detectors can be characterised by the waveform Cl , which replaces the

spread ing sequence Sl, such that [1,17-19]

(3.10)
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where the inner product notation denotes (x , y ) = f x(t)y (t )dt .

The canonical representation for C I is:

(3.11)

where XI is orthogonal to the spreading sequence 81 , so:

(3.12)

Every linear multiuser detector can be expressed in the form of Equat ions (3.11) and (3.12) as

the set of signals c, that can be written in this form satisfy

(3.13)

Every linear transformation for multiuser detection can be characterised by its corresponding

orthogonal signal x 1. Given a linear transformation d, the orthogonal component is given by

(3.14)

A measure of performance is the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at the output of the linear

transformation. This is a useful measure of performance in situations where the background

noise is not negligible with respect to the multi-access interference (MAl). A linear detector in

canonical form has the following SIR [1, 19]:

A,2((C"SI )Y
SIR =---~K"----'----

(j 211c111
2

+LA~((c"sl )Y
k = 2

(3.15)

(3.16)

The bit-error-rate (BER) of the linear detector defined by Equation (3.10) is given by [1, 19]:

r, =2' -K I .. . I Q
d2E{- I,!} dKE{- I,!}
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In the high SNR region (o ---+ 0), the BER is dominated by the largest term in Equation (3.16)

and is determined by the asymptotic multiuser efficiency [1, 19]:

(3.18)

The minimum asymptotic efficiency over all Ak/AI, k = 2, .. .K is called the near-far resistance

of the detector. The decorrelating detector is the only detector independent of Ak/A I, k = 2,.. .,K

that has nonzero near-far resistance, equal where XI satisfies

(Sk,XI )= - (sk' 8 1), k = 2,"' , K in addition to being orthogonal to 8, .

Here we consider the linear detector in canonical form that minimizes the mean output energy

El((y,s,+xl )yj over all XI orthogonal to 8, when the input YI is given by

K

y(t)= IAkbksk(t)+crn(t), t E [O,T]. The terminology "output energy" is referring to the
k = I

variance of the correlator output at time T, rather than the energy of the correlator waveform. It

is important to restrict the detector to be in canonical form, otherwise the output energy is

minimized with c, = O.

The orthogonal component of the MMSE linear detector satisfies a useful property in that it

maximizes the output SIR. So x I must be chosen in order to maximize Equation (3.16). The

numerator in Equation (3.15) is not dependant on Xl, which means maximizing Equation (3.15)

is equivalent to minimizing the sum of the numerator and denominator therein, which is the sum

of the variance of the desired signal, and the variance of the component due to the background

noise and multi-access interference [1, 19]. This sum is the variance of the output of the linear

transformation:

(3.19)

It is proven in [1] and [19] that the linear minimum output variance detector is the linear

MMSE multiuser detector, and that the function MOE(x ,) is strictly convex over the set of

signals orthogonal to SJ.
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3.7.2 Blind Adaptive Algorithm

The method taken to self-tune the detector is stochastic gradient descent of a convex penal ty

function. For blind detection the convex penalty is the output variance. If the linear

transformation is in canonical form, and the output variance is minimized with respect to the

component orthogo nal to the desired user 's signa ture waveform, then the solution is the MM SE

linear transfo rma tion.

Th e proj ection of the gradient of the output energy MOE(x l) onto the linear subspace

orthogonal to S I needs to be found , in order for the ortho gonality condition Equation (3.12) to be

satisfied at each step of the algorithm. The steepest descent line along the subspace orthogonal

to SI is the projection of the gradient on that subspace. Therefore first take the unconstrained

gradient of Equation (3.19) which lies in the same direction as the observed signa l:

(3.20)

Th e component in Equation (3.20) orthogonal to S I is a scaled version of the component of y

orthogonal to S I:

The projected gradient orthogonal to SI is then:

(3.21)

Let the responses of the match ed filters for SI and SI +xl[i- l ] be denoted by

Z M F [i]= (y [i l s,),

Z[i]= (y [i l sl +xl [i - ID

respectively. Then from Equation (3.21) the stochastic gradi ent adaptation rule is:

(3.22)

which is shown in Figure 3.6 . Without information about the interfer ing signat ure waveforms

and for ease of computation, the initial condition for Equation (3.22) is chosen to be X I [i] =0 .

Equation (3.22) can be simplified to:

XI [i] = X I [i - 1] - p( y[i]sl )(y[i ] - (y[i]sl )SI)'
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y[i]- -+j

\

Figur e 3.6: Blind ada ptive receiver III

The adaptive algorithm in Equation (3.22) converges to the linear MMSE detector only using

the same information as that of a single -user matched filter: the desired user ' s signature

waveform and timing. In the practical implementation in Figure 3.6, finite -precision round-off

error may have a cumulative effect that drives the updates outside the orthogonal subspace. This

can be avoided by occasionally replacing the update XI [i] b y its orthogonal projection

For the sake of reducing computational complexity and improving

convergence speed, it is desirable to use the vector space with the lowest possible dimension

that contains the desired and interfering signals. The more complex the recursions are , the

higher the convergence speed will be. The blind detector can be implemented in asynchronous

channels.

3.8 Comparison of linear MUDs

This section summarises the information requirements and performance characteristics of the

linear detec tors described in the sections above . The optima l detector is ignored due to the

impracticality of its implementation for the purposes of this thesis.

3.8.1 Detector Requirements

Table 3. 1 [1] shows the requirements for variou s linear multiuser detectors. As can be seen the

MMS E detector requires know ledge of the timing for all the user signatures and their signature

wave forms, as well as the amplitudes and noise levels. The decorrelating detector does not

requ ire information about the noise levels or amplitudes, which makes it near-far resistant , as
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described in Section 3.4. The blind detector has the same information requirements as a single

user detector, but approximates the performance of a MMSE multiuser detector.

Table 3.1: Knowledge requirements for lineal" detectors

Singleuser
Signature waveform(DU)
Timing (DU)
Amplitudes
Noise levels
Signature waveforms (IV)
Timing (IU)
DU - Desired user, IU - Interferin g users

3.8.2 Detector Performance

Decorrelating MMSE Blind

The desirable measure of performance in multiuser communications is usually the probability of

a bit being in error, or the bit error rate (BER). The benchmark for this measure of performance

in multiuser systems is the probability of a bit error for a single-user receiver without any

interfering users on the channel. This provides a lower bound for the BER performance of

multiuser detectors [20]. The probability of a bit being in error for a single-user system in the

absence of other users in the channel is given by:

Pk(Yk) = Q(-flY:). (3.24)

where ¥k = EklNo, Ek is the signal energy per bit and IJzMl is the power spectral density of the

AWGN [20].The Q function in Equation 3.24 can be defined as:

(3.24)

The probability of error can thus be re-written as

(3.26)

Let us now consider the probability of a bit error for the conventional single-user (matched

filter) detector. The probability of a bit error for user k, which is conditional on a sequence of

bits from the other users, is [20]
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(3.27)

Using Equation 3.25, the probability of Equation 3.27 becomes

From this , the average probability can be determined as [20]

(3.29)

The probability P, will be dominated by the smallest argument in the Q function, which will

result in a SNR of [20]

(3.30)

The bounds on performance are then [20]

(3.30a)

(3 .30b)

The probability of error for the decorrelator is the same as the single user case , except for a

noise enhancement factor (K1)j,j [21]:

(3.32a)

(3.32b)
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where j=(i-l)K+k, and Wj ,j is the square root of the user energy. As all the elements of R ~ 1, it

follow s that (KI)iJ > 1 [21]. It is difficult to find general statistics for R, hence a known

correlation matrix of actual user codes is generally used for calculating error probabilities.

The MMSE is similar to that of the decorrelator, where the line~r transform R- I
is replaced by

r' = (R + No/2W2yl [21]:

(3.33a)

(3.33b)

where W is the diagonal matrix of user energies. As No grows large, T tends to an identity

matrix scaled by 2W2/No, and thus is reduced to the conventional receiver [21]. The MMSE

detector attempts to balance between removing interference and not enhancing noise. The

MMSE receiver outperforms the decorrelator at low SNRs, whilst at high SNRs the

performance of the decorrelator approaches that of the MMSE detector [21]. The probability for

error for a blind detector is given by Equation 3,17. Figure 3,7 shows the theoretical and

simulated performances for various linear MUDs in an AWGN channel, with 5 users operating

on the channel. As can be seen, the performance of the blind detector approximates that of the

MMSE receiver in both cases, confirming the statement that the blind detector approximates the

MMSE detector. It can also be seen that the MMSE and blind detectors are converging with the

decorrelating detector at higher SNRs. There is a discrepancy between the plots in Figure 3.7

due to the fact that simulation only uses 106 random bits (250 independent simulations with a

frame length of 4000 bits) - so there are inaccuracies, especially at higher SNRs and low BERs.

The theoretical plots also rely on estimated correlations, which may introduce inaccuracies.

Hence the simulated plot in Figure 3.7(b) will have a lower BER performance than the

theoretical plot in Figure 3.7(a). The plots in Figure 3.7 exhibit the same characteristics as those

for perfect power control from [21] . From here on in this dissertation, the SNR in the figur es

can be assumed to be the ratio SNR =EII No.

Another measure of performance that has been used is the ratio of SNRs with and without

interference from other users. Equation 3.24 gives the probability of error for the kth user

without interference from other users , Yk = Ek/No. With multiuser interference, the user

transmitting a signal with energy Ek will have an error probability P, that exceeds Pk(yd [20].

The effective SNR Ykc is the SNR with the presence of interference from other users. The

efficiency is the ratio of the effective SNR, Yk, to the SNR without multiuser interference, Ykc,
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and it represents the loss in performance due to the multiuser interference. The measure of this

performance, the asymptotic efficiency, is defined as [20]:

(3.34)

12106
SNR (dB)

10' m~~~~~~ITTITT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m~~~~~~T;J=~~~==g
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Figure 3.7: Perfor man ce of linea r MUlls for k=S users (a) T heoretical perform an ce (h) Simulated performan ce
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Figure 3.8: Asymptotic efficiency of various MUDs for k=2 users

Figure 3.8 shows the asymptotic efficiencies for various detectors , with two users operating on

the channel. As can be seen, the conventional matched filter receiver 's efficiency degrades

rapidl y. The MMSE and blind detectors ' efficiencies are very close, and degrade, but not as

rapidly as the matched filter and usually reach a steady state value. This again confirms that the

blind detector approximates the performance of the MMSE detector. The decorrelating receiver,

as it rejects all multiuser interference, has a constant efficiency, which is less than unity due to

the noise enhancement characteristics . The characteristics shown in this plot are the same as

presented in [20].

3.9 Interference Cancellation Detectors

This class of detector generates separate estimates of the MAl contributed by each user ,

enabling some or all of the MAl seen by any user to be subtracted out. The detectors consi st of

multiple stages, the decisions improving at the output of each stage.

3.9.1 Successive Interference Cancellation

Successive interference cancellation (SIC) is the serial implementation of the Ie detectors. Each

stage deci sions , regenerates and cancels out one additional user from the received signal ,

reducing the MAl seen by the remaining users in the next stage . Before the first stage, the

signals are ranked according to strength. The strongest signals are cancelled out first, as they
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introduce more MAl than the other users. It is also easier to acquire and demodulate the

strongest signals. The stronge st users thus will not benefit from any reduction in MAl, whereas

the weaker users could potentially see significantly reduced MAL Each stage outputs a data

decision on the strongest user present in the signal , and a modified received signal without the

MAl generated by that user . The estimate for the user is generated using the data estimate,

knowledge of its PN sequence and estimates of its timing , amplitude and phase [I, 6-7, II, 13].

For users ranked I to K according to their signal strength, the detection rule is [13]:

(3.35)

The SIC detector has a few implementation problems; each stage results in a longer delay and

the signals need to be reordered when there is a change in the power profile. A trade-off needs

to be made between the acceptable delay and the number of users that are cancelled, and another

between precision of the ranking of signal powers and computational complexity. Another

problem is that if the initial data estimates are incorrect, the effect on the SNR for that bit is

quadrupled, thus the conventional detector needs to be reliable in order for the SIC detector to

yield improvements [I , 5-7, II , 13].

3.9.2 Parallel Interference Cancellation

Parallel interference cancellation (PIC) detectors estimate and cancel out all of the MAl for each

user in parallel. The initial bit estimates from the matched filter (a decorrelating or MMSE

detector may also be used) are scaled by the amplitude estimates and respread by the codes,

producing a delayed estimate of the received signal , rk (t - Tb ) . A partial summer then sums up

all but one input signal at each output, creating the complete MAl estimate for each user [I , 5

6,13]. The result after subtracting the MAl estimates for the kth user, assuming perfect

amplitude and delay estimation, is [13]:

K

r(t-Tb)- L s;(t-Tb) =dk(t-Tk -Tb)Ak(t-Tk -Tb)gk(t-Tk -~,)+n(t-Tb)
;",k

K . (3.36)

+ L(d;(t-Tk -~,)-d;(t-Tk -~,))AJt-Tk -Tb)g;(t-Tk -1;J
j ", k

where get) = ±l. This result is then passed onto a second matched filter bank to produce

improved data estimates. This process can be repeated for multiple stages, each stage taking in

the data estimates from the previous stage and producing a new set of estimates [I , 5-6,13]. The

soft output of stage m+I of a PIC detector, for all bits of all users, can be represented as [13]:
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d [l1l +1] = Y- QAd[m]

=Ad+ QA(d - d[m])+z
(3.37)

where QAd[m] is an estimate for the MAL For BPSK, the hard decision is made by taking the

sign of the data estimates. Perfect amplitude and delay estimation will result in the complete

cancellation of MAl [1, 5-7,13].

A number of variations of the PIC detector exist. Using a MMSE or decorrelating detector for

the initial data estimates has already been mentioned. As the IC detectors are heavi ly reliant on

the initial data estimates, using one of these detectors will reduce the number of initial estimates

in error, resulting in better performance. Bits that have already been detected at the output of the

current stage can be used to improve the detection of the remaining bits in the same stage.

Linearly combining the soft-outputs of different stages capitalises on noise correlation and

causes cancellation amongst noise terms [13].

3.10 Conclusion

The need for multiuser detection was discussed in this chapter, and a number of multiuser

detection schemes were described. The chapter focussed on the blind MOE method, as this

forms an integral part of the proposed detector. The Equations for the blind MOE detector were

derived. Three multiuser detectors (the MMSE , blind and decorrelating detectors) were

simulated and their performances were compared. An overview of IC detectors was given as

they are used in iterative multiuser receivers described in Section 5.1.3.
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CHAPTER 4 ERROR CODING

This chapter will look at various error coding schemes, focusing on convolutional and turbo

codes , components of which are needed for iterative multiuser detection. The decoding

techniques for convolutional codes and turbo codes are derived. Convolutional codes and turbo

codes were simulated, and the performances of the iterative decoding techniques were compared.

These error-correcting codes are of particular interest as the iterative MUD proposed in chapter

5 is based on a concatenated structure similar to that of turbo-codes , and are commonly used for

FEC in COMA based 3G communication systems. The iterative MUDs appearing in literature

also use convolution codes and turbo-codes as part of their structure.

4.1 Block Codes

4.1.1 Genera l Block Code Structure and Performance

For each block of k information bits, r redundant bits are added, hence each message is now a

codeword of n bits with [3]:

11 = k + r . (4.1)

Codes that have been created by taking a block of k information bits and introducing r = n - k

redundant bits to form a codeword are called block codes and are designated (n ,k) codes .

Codewords of length n, consisting of k information bits and r redundant bits are systematic, and

have a rate [3]:

R; == kill. (4.2)

If it is required for the n bit codeword to be transmitted in the same amount of time as the

original k bit message , then n/T; = kTi" where T; and Tb are the code and bit intervals respectively

[3]. Given thatr, = lI Tb and.fc = liTe, then

(4.3)

The distance between two codes is defined as the number of bits that differ in two codes. The

Hamming distance dmin of a code is then the minimum distance between two or more codewords.

As it is most likely that two codewords will be confused when the distance of the code is a

minimum, then the Hamming distance provides an upper bound to the effectiveness of a code

[3]. Assuming there are D errors in a received codeword, it will be possible to detect with

certainty that the received codeword is not valid, provided
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D :S dmin - 1.

For 1 errors in the received codeword, the errors can be corrected provided

21 + 1 :S dmin (odd), or

21+ 2 :S dmin (even) .

(4.4)

(4.5a)

(4.5b)

Hence for dmin = 9 an invalid code will be detected if there are 8 or less bits in error, and these

errors will be able to be corrected if there are 4 or less bits in error [3].

4.1.2 Coding and Decoding of Block Codes

The code C = [c1 c2 C,J for a message block A =[a l a2

C =AG ,

ak] is generated by

(4 .6)

where G is the genera tor matrix and is given by

(4.7)

where P generates the check bits at the end of the codeword, and I, is the kxk identity matrix.

Selection of the matrix P defines properties of the code such as the number of errors that can be

corrected and the ability to correct random and burst errors. Associated with each (n,k) block

code is a parity check matrix [3]:

H = lPTII Jn-rk (/I -k)w'

whic h is used to verify whether a codeword is generated by the matrix G, such that

(4.8)

(4.9)

If the codeword C is transmitted, but a vector R = C EB E is received, where E is the error

word and EB denotes modulo-2 addition, the receiver computes the syndrome as [3]:

(4. 10)

= H(CEBE) T

= HC T EEl HE T

(4. 11)
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which is non-zero. The syndrome is used to detect errors, and can also be used to correct them.

The syndrome S for an error in the jth element represents the jth column of the H matrix. For

multiple errors, the syndrome is the sum of those columns of the H matrix corresponding to the

error locations [3]:

(4.12)

where h T is the ith row ofHT matrix and ej is the ith element of the error word E.
I

4.1.3 Examples of Codes

Single parity-check bit codes can only detect one error , but cannot correct it. The check bit is

selected such that

(4 .13)

and has r=1 and n=k+1.

In repeated codes , a bit is represented by 2t+1 of that bit i.e. a binary ' 0 ' is represented by 2t+1

'0 ' s and a binary '1 ' is represented by 2t+1 ' 1' s. Repeated codes are block codes as the

redundant bits are determined by Equation (4.8). The (n = 2t + 1, k = 1) repeated code can

correct t errors, but is inefficient as it has a rate of 1I(2t+1), thus it requires a large bandwidth

[3].

The rows of the Hadamard matrix form the codeword in the Hadamard code. The Hadamard

matrix is a square (n x n) matrix with n =2k. One codeword consists of all zeroes and all the

other codewords have n/2 'O's and n/2 ' 1's, each codeword differing from the others in n/2

places. As a result, the codewords are orthogonal. The Hadamard matrix that provides two

codewords is

M, =[~ ~]

The matrix that provides four codewords can be given by
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where M ; is the M 2 matrix with each element replaced by its complement. Generally it can

be written [3]:

[
Mil

M 2 11 = M
11

Mil]
M *

11

(4.15)

In the 11 bit codeword there are r = 11 - k = 2k
- k parity bits. As k increases the number of parity

bits will increase significantly, becoming considerably large in comparison with the number of k

information bits , resulting in a small rate

As the Hadamard code is orthogonal, the Hamming distance is

I .:". - 2k - J
(min - - .

2

and the number of errors that can be corrected is [3]:

- II I - 2k - 2 I1 - 4- - - ,

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

hence it is required that k > 2 for error correction. Due to 1 increasing by 2k for large k,

significant error correction is possible.

The Bose, Chaudhuri, and Hocquenghem (BCH) codes employ k information bits and r parity

check bits, resulting in a codeword of length n = k + r. The number of errors that can be

corrected is [3]:

r
1=- ,

IJ1

where III is an integer related to the number of bits in the codeword by

(4.19)

(4.20)

The minimum distance between the BCH codes is related to the number of correctable errors t, ,
by the inequalities given in Equation (4.5). BCH codes form a large class of error correcting

codes to which Hamming codes , to be discussed below, and Reed-Solomon codes, to be

discussed in Section 4.2 , belong.
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The Hamming code is one that has a minimum distance of dmin=3 , hence only a single error can

be corrected (1= 1). The 11 bits of the codeword, the k bits of the uncoded word , and the number

of parity bits (r) are related by [3]:

11 = 2"- I,

k = 2'" - 1- r.

(4.21)

(4.22)

The parity check matrix has r rows and 11 columns. Each column is unique and consists of r

elements, and no column consists of all zeroes. There are 2/-k
- I distinct columns excluding the

zeroes column. The last r columns of H must form the identity matrix L.

4.2 Burst Error Correction

Whilst the average bit error rate may be small , the error correcting codes discussed above may

not be sufficient to correct the errors that are clustered. In other words, for a received bit stream

there may be a large percentage of errors in one section, yet the rest of the bit stream remains

relatively error free. When errors are clustered they are said to have occurred in bursts.

4.2.1 Block Interleaving

For a transmission of kl data bits, the bits are loaded into a shift register organised into k rows of

I consecutive bits. The bit enters at position dll , and for each shift it moves one position to the

right. When the bit at the end of a row is shifted, it moves to the first position of the next row

(d" to dZ1) , as shown if Figure 4.1. When the shift register is full the data stream is diverted to a

second similar shift register where coding is applied to the data stored in the first shift register.

The bits in a column are viewed as an uncoded word for which parity checks are generated,

resulting in the ' codeword' a ll a ZI . ··ak l CI I CZI ·· · c rt consisting of k information bits and r

parity bits. When the coding is complete the information is transmitted, row-by-row, in the

order Crt ... c r l .. . c" .. . C I I a kl . . . a k l .. . a ZI . .. aZI a" ... al Z all ' which is the same order that it

originally entered the register, only now the parity bits are transmitted [3].
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Figure 4.1: Block interleaver registers

The received data is stored in the same order as in the transmitter, and error correction

decoding is performed, after which the parity bits are discarded and the data shifted out of the

register. Each column can correct one error , and assuming there is a burst of I errors (in

consecutive bits) , each column will have one error, and thus all errors can be corrected. If there

is a burst of more than I errors , then error correction for the columns with more than one error is

not assured . If the code is able to correct t errors , then the interleaving will allow for the

correction of a burst of B errors with [3]:

B :::; fl . (4.23)

4.2.2 Convolutional Interleaving

Une Number 0 - 1)5...... Line number

o

Channel
including
modu lator

and
demodulator

o

. .[}---I ~ ''' '

1 0-0---------_
,.,- , Storage elemen ts 4L...·_· ·[}-o 1

2 -[J] 0 (/-2)5 0 · ·I}-o 2

,r-2'
d<v\ 3 o-{]....... _. _ .0or 3.. 0 k- _ J. 0 (1- J)51r-·-.----..----,·Ir 3 \.- J(k)

4 o{l .. .. .. 01-----0.'~ \ ()oo (I _- ....:.4)5~rr==D__o 4 A:

(a) At transmitter tb) AI receiver

Figur e 4.2: Convolutio nal interl eaving \31

Convolutional interleaving is shown in Figure 4.2. The four switches are synchronised, making

contact with each line at the same time, before moving on to the next line, returning to line I

after line I. The switche s move from line to line at the bit rate of the input d(k). Each line has

shift registers as storage elements. On the transmitter side, line 1 has no storage elements, and
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the number of elements increases by s at each consecutive line , line I have (I - l)s storage

elements. At the receiver side the storage elements go in the reverse order, line 1 has (I - l)s

elements, and line I has none , consequently each line has the same number of storage elements,

being (1 - l)s [3].

During a particular bit interval there is contact at both the input and output of line l.. At the end

of the bit interval a clock signal causes the shift register of only line l, to shift the bit at the input

into the leftmost storage elements, and the bits in the storage elements one position to the right.

The switch moves onto the next line, l, + / when the process has started, so due to transmission

delay of the shift register, the new bit at the output of line l, will only be noticed until the next

time the switch makes contact with the line. It is to be noted that the clocks that drive the

switches have a rate lb, which is the bit rate, whereas the clocks that drive the shift registers have

a rate ofJi)!. The shift registers are activated sequentially, just as the switch is about to break

contact with its line [3].

Now consider that the all the shift registers, in both the transmitter and receiver, are initially

short circuited. If bit d(k) appears on line Ii, then the corresponding bit d(k) appears at the

output immediately. The next input bit, d(k+ 1) will be the next received bit, except that it will

be on line l i+/. In other words, the received sequence will be the same as the transmitted

sequence. With the shift registers in place, each of the lines will have a delay of (I - I )s,

therefore the output sequence will still be the same as the input sequence, except that d(k) will

be delayed by (1 - l)s with respect to d(k). The sequence over the channel, however, is different

in that it is interleaved. For adjacent bits d(k) and d(k+1), d(k) will still be in the same position,

but the next bit will become d(k+ 1+Is) i.e. there will be Is bits in between two previously

consecutive bits. The convolutional interleaver requires less memory than the block interleaver

for the same interleaving distance, and the interleaving structure can be easily changed by

altering the number of lines I, or the increment in the number of storage elements per line, s [3].

4.2.3 Reed-Solomon Codes

The block codes described above are organised on the basis of bits, whereas the Reed-Solomon

(RS) codes are organised on the basis of symbols. Dealing with symbols, however, means that if

just one bit is in error, then that entire symbol is in error. The RS code has k information

symbols, r parity symbols and a codeword length of 11 = k + r symbols. The number of symbols

in a codeword is [3]:

11 = 2/11 - I,

and is able to correct errors in t symbols, where
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t = 1'/2. (4.25)

The RS codes are not efficient at correcting random errors, but more suited to burst errors. For

example a (255,233) RS code can correct 128 consecutive bit errors ifit has an error-free region

of239 symbols (1912 bits). If the errors are random , and there is at most one error per symbol,

then the RS code can only correct sixteen bit errors in 2040 bits [3].

4.3 Convolutional Codes

4.3.1 Encoding

In convolutional coding , the parity check bits are calculated over a span of information bits . Bits

are stored in a storage device , such as a flip-flop or a shift register. The number of bits stored is

the constraint span, k. The flip-flops (or the elements of the shift register) are connected to v

modulo-2 adders (EXCLUSIVE-OR logic summers), and a commutater samples the outputs of

the summers. For each new bit shifted into the first storage element, the summer outputs are

sampled by the commuter, thus each bit effects the output for the number of storage elements.

The number of bits at the output is given by v(L + k) , where L is the number of input bits , and

is generally much larger than k, so the number of bits at the output can be approximated as

v(L + k) ~ vL [3].

dj----••I 81
Rb bits/s

R; bits/s

Figurc 4.3 : An example of a convolutional cncodcr

In Figure 4.3, the constraint span is k = 3, with v = 3 summers, and each input message bit

produces the sequence vI v2 v3 , which are calculated by [3]:
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V 2 = 8 1

V 3 = 8 1 EB 8 2

Thus, for an input sequence, d., of 1 0 1 0 0 1, the resulting output sequence, do, will be 111 101

011 101 100 111. As can be seen , for every input bit, there are three output bits, hence the code

rate Rc=1I3. In general, the rate is given by

4.3.2 Decoding

Rc=lIv. (4.26)

The code tree is one of the searching techniques by which convolutional codes may be decoded.

The code tree is searched for the path closest in Hamming distance to the received sequence.

Figure 4.4 on the next page is an example of a code tree . Generally the starting point is at the

left, and corresponds to the situation before the occurrence of the first message bit. Another

convention is that a downwards shift in the path signifies a ' 1', whilst an upwards direction

denotes a ' 0 ' . Storage of the code tree is impractical for large constraint spans, as there are i
branches.

If the sequence 1 0 lOis fed into the encoder, the output of the encoder (and input of the

decoder, assuming no errors) will be 111 101 011 101. From the start point, there are only two

options; VIV2V3 = 000 , and VIV2V3 = 111. The path taken is to 111, hence the bit is a ' 1' . The next

three bits in the received sequence is 101, taken the path up, denoting a '0' . The following sets

of three bits are 011 and 101, taking the path down then up, signifying a ' 1' and '0 ' respectively.

The solution is then 1010. If there is an error in the first set of bits , and they are received as 101,

then the path taken will still be down, as 101 compared to 111 has only one different bit, but

there are two different bits when compared to 000.

Trellis diagrams are a compact form of the code tree : it avoids redundancy but still provides an

effective representation of the convolutional coder's response to the input bit stream. If the

contents of the shift register prior to the inputting of the current information bit determine the

state , then the state transitions shown in Table 4.1 can be reali sed. These transitions are for the

example given above. Figure 4.5 shows the state diagram for the transitions given in Table 4.1.

In the figure, the top value for the transition is the new input bit , and the bottom value, in

brackets, is the values for VIV?V3.
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Figure 4.5: State diagram

Figure 4.6 shows the trellis diagram for the first three clock intervals for the example above.

The values in brackets along side the nodes are the numbers of received bits in error. The path

with the least (or no) errors is the ' correct' path . The triple-digit value is the output, V IV2V3. From

this the input bit can be calculated.
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Figure 4,6: Trellis diagram

The Viterbi algorithm is an efficient algorithm for searching the trellis diagram for the most

likely path . It relies on the fact that paths entering a node in a trellis will be identical onward

from that point For Viterbi decoding, the metric for the single path entering each state of the

encoder is computed, If multiple paths connect to the same node , discard the one with the

largest cumulative discrepancy (the errors in Figure 4.6), The surviving paths are stored , and

this process is continued until the end of the message. As this algorithm discards the path with

the most cumulative errors, the amount of information that is stored is reduced. Figure 4,7

shows the survivors for the trell is in Figure 4,6.
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Figure 4.7: Survivors
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4.4 Turbo Codes

Turbo codes have received much attention due to its near Shannon limit performance, and may

become the premier error control code [22]. Whilst there are terrestrial communication systems

that can perform at near Shannon limit, Turbo codes can match this performance for satellite

and deep-space communications [23-25]. Their performance is due to two concepts: that of

concatenation and iterative decoding. The sections below give an overview of the encoding and

decoding methods for a turbo encoder.

4.4.1 Encoder

Benedetto et al described Turbo codes as being "parallel concatenated convolutional code

employing two (normall y equal) rate-kin systematic convolutional encoders and an interlea ver"

[25] . The (n - k) check sequences of the first encoder are transmitted together with the k

information sequence. The same k information sequences are interleaved and enter the second

encoder; the (n - k) check sequences generated by the second encoder are also transmitted. The

rate of the code is then kI(2n - k) [25].

u=.y"

RSC 1
g2(D ) .y i;,

&1(D)

I'l-bit
Puncturi n£1Interleaver .I;,

~
-.-_. -.._.-_.. . ... .. .... _. -_.... . ~ Mechanism
R '-"( ' 2":> 'J -t~,

(~~ ( DJ :('
II ~

f~ (D)

Figure 4.8: T ur bo encoder 1231

Figure 4.8 shows an example of an encoder, with a generator matrix of:

The puncturing mechanism is optional. Its function is to periodically delete bits to reduce

coding overhead. For its application in turbo codes it is preferable to only delete parity bits [23].

Without it, the resulting code is of rate 1/3, but will exhibit improved performance over the rate

1/2 code as a result of puncturing. Woodard and Hanzo [24] discuss various puncturing methods
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and various interleaver designs and conclude that a simple and effective method to use for the

interleaver is "odd-even separation", where the odd and even bits are kept separate . Using this

with alternate puncturing of the parity bits of the component codes (the most common

puncturing method), it can be shown that one and only one of the parity bits associated with

each information bit will be left unpunctured. In other cases none of the parity bits were

transmitted, or parity bits from both component codes were transmitted.

The block interleaver is used to distribute possible errors amongst different codewords, as the

inner decoder may be overwhelmed due to error propagation, and be unable to correct the errors

if there are too many in a single codeword [22]. The functioning of the block-interleaver was

dealt with in Section 4.2.1. For is application to turbo codes , Ryan, suggests that the interleaver

be made large , and assumes that 1l~1000 in [23].

A class of infinite impulse response (IIR) convolutional codes, also called recursive systematic

convolutional (RSC) encoders due to the fact that they feed back previously decoded bits back

to the encoder 's input , have been shown to be essential for the high performance of turbo-codes

[23-26 ,28-29]. For high code rates they exhibit better performance than non-systematic

convolutional codes (NSC) , for any SNR [26]. An example of an RSC encoder is shown in

Figure 4.9.

u

Figure 4.9: Example of a RSC encoder (g" g,) = (31.27) 1231

4.4.2 Decoding

A ML decoder is not suitable for turbo codes: for a codeword length 1l~1000 , the ML decoder

would have to compare 2" code sequences to the noisy received sequence in order to choose the

codeword with the best correlation. Viterbi 's algorithm, which allows elimination of possible

codewords, is also not suitable as the presence of the interleaver complicates the trellis structure
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of the turbo codes, making the codes look more like block codes [23]. Prior to the advent of

turbo codes, decoding strategies for concatenated codes were receiving much attention. These

decoding strategies used multiple decoders that operated cooperatively and iteratively. Two

type s of decoders were receiving interest: a soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOYA), and a

symbol-by-symbol maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm [23]. These two algorithms will be

discussed in more detail below.

In the MAP decoder, which operates on a symbol-by-symbol basis , the decoder decides 11k =

+1 if P(Uk= +l ly) > P(Uk= - l ly), and decides u, = -1 otherwise, where y is the received signal.

In other words, the decision Uk is given by ih = sign[L(llk)] , where

L( " )=1 (P(Uk =+l IY) ]Uk - og ,
Piu ; = -l ly)

(4 .27)

which is known as the log a posteriori probability (LAPP) ratio. Taking into account the code 's

trellis, this may be rewritten as:

[

L P(Sk- l =S',Sk = s,y) / P(Y)J
L(u

k
) = log s+ ,

~ P(Sk_l =S' .s, = s,y) / p(y)
(4.28)

where si E S is the state of the encoder at time k, S+ is the set of ordered pairs (s ' ,s)

corresponding to all state transitions (Sk-I = S ') ---+ (Sk = s) due to the data input Uk = +I, and

similarly S- is the set of ordered pairs for the data input 11k = -1 [23,24]. In (4.28) p(y) may be

cancelled by applying Bayes ' Rule, meaning only an algorithm for computing pis ', S, y ) =P(Sk_1

= S " Sk = S, y ) is required:

(4 .29)

where Yk (s' ,s) =P(Sk = S, Yk ISk_l = s' ) , a k(s) =P(Sk = s , Y:) is calculated recursively as

a k(s) =Lak_1(s')Yk(S',S) with initial conditions ao(O) =
s'eS

and ao(s:;t:O) = O.

IS calculated III a backward recursion

f3k-J S' ) = L,Bk(s) yk(s' ,s) and has boundary conditions fJNCO) = I and fJNCs:;t:O) = 0 [23 ,26-28].
se S

If the divisor p(y) in (4.28) is cancelled out the algorithm becomes unstable [23] an algorithm

with modified probabilities is required. Dividing (4.28) by p(Y)/P(yk) the following algorithm

with modified probabilities Uk and ~k is obtained:
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(4.30)

where

and

By combining (4.27) and (4.29), the modified algorithm is obtained:

From Bayes ' rule, the LAPP ratio can be written as:

1 (
P(Y !Uk =+l)J 1 (P(U k =+l)JL(uk ) = og + og ,
P(y IUk = -1) Piu , = -1)

(4.31)

(4.32)

the second term being the a priori information, which is typically zero for conventional

decoders as P(Uk= +1) is usually equal to P(Uk= - 1). For iterative decoders, the first component

decoder receives extrinsic information from the second component decoder for each Uk which

acts as a priori information. Likewise , the second component decoder receives extrinsic

information from the first decoder, which acts a priori information [23,24]. Such a decoder can

be seen in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: Turbo decoder employing MAP decoders 1231

Defining the a priori information as [23]:
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C (P(U k = +1)J
L(uk)=log _ '

P(uk--l)

which is the second term of (4.31), and observing that

I [1 (LC( ) L s) 1L " "]r, (s ,s) ~ exp 2. Uk «, + eYk + 2. eYk-:

= exp[~ «, (LC(llk) + LeY; )]r:(SI ,s)
(4.33)

where L, =~: and y;(s', s) =ex p[±L,Yi xil By cnmbining Equatinns (4.31) and (4.33)

the following probability is obtained [23, 24]:

(4.34)

The first term is the channel value , the second term is the a priori information about Uk from a

previous decoder, and the third term represents the extrinsic information that can be passed on

to any subsequent decoder [23,24]. For a more in-depth derivation of the probabilities, refer to

[23, 24, 26-28] .

The SOY A has two main differences from the Viterbi algorithm: the path metrics are modified

to take account of a priori information, and it provides a posteriori information as a soft output.

To modify the Viterbi algorithm to take into account the a priori information, the state sequence

~~ ' giving the states along the surviving path at state Sk = s at stage k in the trellis, needs to be

considered. The probability of the path being correct is [24]:

(4.35)

The probability of the received sequence for transitions up to and including the kth transition is

constant for all paths through the trellis to stage k, the probability that the path is correct is

proportional to P(Yi';k' s;). The metric should thus be defined so that maximising the metric

will maximise P(Yi';P s:) . The metric should also be easily computable in a recursive manner

going from the (k-l )th stage to the kth stage in the trellis. If the path ~ ~ at the kth stage has the
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path
s '

~k - I for the first k-l transition s, then usmg the definition

rk (S' ,S) = P(Sk =S'Yk ISk-! =s') ,weget[24,30]:

P(~j5,k , ~ ~ ) = P(~j5,k-l '~ ~~I )P(~k ' s is')

= P(~j5,k-1 ' ~~~ I sr, (s', S)

The metric for the path ~ ~ IS

(4.36)

(4.37)

The metric is now updated as in the Viterbi algorithm, but with the UkL(Uk) term to take into

account the a priori information [24,30].

The following paragraph discusses the modification to the Viterbi algorithm to allow it to give

soft outputs. There are two paths reaching state Sk= s at stage k in a binary trellis . The modified

Viterbi algorithm given by (4.37), calculates the metric for both merging paths, discarding the

path with the lowest metric. Let the two paths reaching state S, = S be ~ ~ and ~ ~ , with metrics

M (~~) and M (~~) , respectively. If the path ~~ is selected as the survivor due to its having a

higher metric, the metric difference /1 sk can be defined as [24]:

(4.38)

The probability that the decision to select ~ ~ and discard ~ ~ is correct is given by:

P(correct decision at Sk = s ) = P(~~ )
P(~~) + P(~~)

M (s;)e -,

eA/ ( ~ ; ) + e A/(i; )

e
d

"=---
1+ e

d
"

(4.39)

and the LLR that this is the correct deci sion is simply given by /1 sk' When the end of the trellis

has been reached and the ML path through the trellis has been identified, the LLRs giving the

reliability of the bit deci sions along the path need to be found. In the Viterbi algorithm, all
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surviving paths at stage I, in the trellis will normally have come from the same path at some

point before 1in the trellis, the point is taken to be at most 8 transitions before I, 8 usually being

set to five times the constraint length of the convolutional code [24]. The value of a bit may

therefore have been different if the Yiterbi algorithm had selected one of the paths that merged

with the ML path up to 8 transitions later, instead of the ML path. If the algorithm selected any

of the paths that merged with the ML path after this point , the value of the bit would not be

affected. Thus, when calculating the LLR of a bit, SOYA must account for the probability that

the paths merging with the ML path from stage k to k + 8 In the trellis were incorrectly

discarded. This is done by considering the metric difference f:,s; for all states s, along the ML

path from stage i = k to i = k + 8 [24]. It is shown in [31] that this LLP can be approximated by

uu, Iy ) ~ «, l11in . f:,Sj ,
- I= k ...k + ()

" k :;t: 1I ~

(4.40)

where U ~ is the value of the bit for the path which merged with the ML path that was discarded

at stage i. The minimization is only carried out for the paths merging with the ML path which

would have resulted in a different value for the bit u, if it had been selected as a survivor. Paths

that merge with the ML path , but do not change the value of ui, do not affect the reliability. For

a more in-depth derivation of the probabilities, refer to [24, 30,31].

4.4.3 Effects on Turbo Code Performance

Figure 4.11 gives a comparison of the performance of the two decodi ng algorithms with and

without puncturing over an AWGN channel in order to illustrate the effects of the decoding

algorithm and puncturing on performance. The generator matrix for the simulated turbo codes is

g = [1 1 1, 1 0 1], with eight iterations being performed to reach the final decision on the bit

value.

As can be seen from Figure 4.11 , the log-MAP algorithm performs better than the SOYA. This

is supported by Pietrobon in [32] and the results generated by Woodard and Hanzo in [24]. Both

papers state that the MAP algorithms can outperform the SOYA by 0.5 dB or more, especially

at low values of SNR or high values of BER [32]. The figure also illustrates that un-punctured

turbo codes (rate -I /3) perform better than the punctured (rate-l /2) codes . At a BER of 10'4 a

gain of approximately 0.9 dB can be seen for the MAP algorithm, and a gain of 0.4 dB for the

SOY A. Similar results are given in [24], where it is also stated that the gain can be up to 2.4 dB.
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Figure 4.11: Performance comparison for error coding techniques

Figure 4.12 shows the effect of iterations on performance for a SNR = 1 dB. The same

parameters as the ones in the simulations for Figure 4.11 were used . As can be seen, the

performance improves for each iteration, however after nine iterations the BER does not

impro ve significantly for all decoding algor ithms . The results of Woodard and Hanzo in [24]

supports this, the improvements in their results from eight to sixteen iterations is 0.1 dB . For

complexity reasons it may therefore be suitable to use no more than nine iterations. As with

Figure 4.11, the MAP algorithms outperform the SOYA algorithms, and the un-punctured codes

outperform the punctured codes. The un-punctured codes tend to converge quicker than the

punctured code s.

The length of the frames has a large effect on the performance. The original paper on turbo

code s by Berrou, Glavieux, and Thitimajshima [28], show near-Shannon limit results for large

frame lengths. There is a disadvantage in using such large frame lengths in that it results in large

delays. Howe ver, smaller frame lengths still result in good performance [24] . Dolinar et al. do a

more in depth invest igation into the effect of the frame length on turbo code performance in [33].
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Figure 4.12: Convergence of various decoding algorithms

The interleaver can also have an effect on the performance. As mentioned above, it was

suggested in [23] that the size of the interleaver is made large. [34] supports this , stating that the

performance of turbo codes using short length interleavers may be worse than that of

convolutional codes , and the superior performance is due to long interleavers. A method of

improving the performance is to maximise the minimum free distance of the code [34], however

the resulting interleavers may not necessarily be optimum [24]. Another method proposed to

improve performance is odd-even separation [35]. It is shown in [24] that a 12xl6 block

interleaver has a lower performance than interleavers using odd numbers of rows and columns ,

in this instance 13xIS and II x17 interleavers. It is also shown that the more rectangular of the

two (the llx 17 interleaver) has a lower performance than the l3x IS interleaver.

This section has shown that lower-rate codes exhibit better performance, and that codes

utili sing MAP-algorithms show a higher performance over those using SOYA decoders. It can

also be seen that the improvement in the performance after 9 iterations is low, and can be

considered negligible when traded off against complexity. The effects of frame length and

interleaver design were discussed briefly.
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4.5 Conclusion

This chapter described a number of error coding schemes. The focus of the chapter was on

convolutional codes and turbo coding schemes , as they from an integral part of iterative

multiuser detection. The decoding methods for the convolutional codes and turbo codes were

derived. The performances of the SOYA decoder and the MAP decoder were simulated and

compared. It can be seen that the MAP algorithm shows a slightly superior performance to that

of the SOYA decoder, and that rate-1I3 codes exhibit superior performance to that of rate-l/2

codes. Both iterative decoding techniques converged within 9 iterations.
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CHAPTERS BLIND ITERATIVE MUD WITH ERROR

CODING

This chapter gives an overview of iterative multiuser detect ion. Selected iterative detectors that

have been proposed in literature are discussed , and their performance compared . Iterative

adaptations of the blind detector are summari sed. Previous work on blind iterative detectors is

described. The proposed blind iterative MUD, meant for data communication applications in

both rural and urban environments, is presented. The differences between the propose d detector

and existing detec tors are described, and modifications that may be made to the proposed

detector are given. An analytical model of blind iterative detection, using SOYA decoders is

given .

5.1 Iterative MUD

5.1.1 General

Figure 5.1 shows a simplified block diagram of an iterative CDMA decoder. The soft output

CDMA decoder block is described in more detail in Section 5.1.2. Depending on the method

used for the CDMA detector, feed-forward and feedback filters may need to be employed. The

functioning of the interleavers and de-interleavers is described in Section 4.2. The figure only

shows one interleaver , a SISO decoder and a de-interleaver. In reality, after the received signa l r

has passed through the soft output CDMA decoder, it is passed through a bank of k parallel de

interleavers, SISO decoders, interleavers and filters (not shown) where necessary, where k is the

numbe r of users. Essentially, each user 's signal has its own path of de-interleavers (denoted by

1(' ), decoders and interleavers (denoted by 71:) after the soft-output MUD block has processed it.

This path ofa single user ' s signal is what is represented in Figure 5.1.

r
~ Soft

Output

j
~

COMA

EJ
~

5150 ~
d Decoder

Figure 5.1 : Genera l block dia gram of a n iterative decoder
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5.1.2 Soft-Output CDMA Decodin g

Many types of SISO COMA decoders for iterative decoding have appeared in literature, the

most common are based on MMSE [36-42] or IC [41-46] detectors. Iterative detectors based on

the decorrelating multi user detector [40] and single user detectors [47] have also been

considere d. Due to the numerous variations in the implementation of the soft -output COMA

decoder, it is not practical to give an overview of them all. A general description of the

workings of the iterative detector, as shown in Figure 5.1, will be given. A brief description of

selected iterative detectors, whose methods were considered to be used as the basis of this

project, will be given .

The soft output COMA decoder accepts the received signal r , and generates soft outputs,

which are passed through the de-interleaver to the SISO decoder, which can be either a SOY A

or MAP decoder, operating as described in Sect ion 4.4 .2. It accepts soft -output decisions from

the COMA decoder and outputs its own soft-decisions, which are interleaved to be processed

for the next iteration . After the requi red number of iterations have bee n completed, the hard

deci sion d is made . Iterative decoders converge to their final value ranging between 3 iterations

[48] and 10 iterations [41] .

5.1.3 Selected Iterative Detector Structures

The receiver structure proposed in [47] is similar to the one shown in Figure 5.1, where the

SISO block is a MA P decoder, and the Soft Output COMA block is a 'COMA MAP' deco der.

The difference between the two is that a MAP decoder outputs message symbols after acce pting

coded symbols, whereas the COMA MAP decoder acce pts the sprea d symbols as an init ial

input - it needs to be able to take into acco unt the COMA channel. The soft output of the

COMA MAP deco der is

(5 .1)

where y is the received signa l, d is the coded message, L is the number of symbols, K is the

number of users, and

p(~ Ieli ) = p(~, d i )/ P(eli ) , (5.2)

where P(di) is the a priori information about the symbol d, and is set to 0.5 for the first iteration,

for both d, = + I and eli = - 1, where

(5.3)
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and

. .. LK '

p(~, ~ ;-K+2) = peE: ' ~ ;-K+2 )P(~J+I Idf-K+2) . (5.4)

The interleavers and the MAP decoder function as described In Sections 4.2 and 4.4 .2

respect ively.

Figure 5.2 shows the block diagram of the propo sed receiver in [45]. Here the ' APP' blocks

represent MAP decoders, and they, along with the interleavers and de-interleavers, function as

described above . The ' tanh' function s generate soft-decisions with which the cancelled recei ved

signal can be calculated. Each individual decoder processes the received signal and generates

soft-decision values of the transmitted coded symbols d k [J] . Once the soft estimates dk [j] of

the symbols have been generated by the tanh funct ions, a cancelled received signal for user k at

time j can be calculated [45]:

r k,J = Sd - Sdk'; + Z , (5.5)

where S IS a matrix of the spreading sequences, Z IS the noise term , and

dU =[dl[l ]" .. ,dk_I[J],O,d k+J[j] ,··· ,d k[K]] , although typically only estimates around the

symbol of interest are required.

..u APP~
0
(,)
11)

q <Q
APP::gg

Q .;;
U ·0

Ii)

Cl
~

In~ I
0 lil"

f'J".J

Figure 5.2: Block diagram of joi nt iter a tive decoder 1451
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Residual interference is suppressed through the use of linear filters (part of the CDMA soft

decision decoder) , in the general form of

Yk [j] =W ~.lk ,j ' (5.6)

where W k,j is the filter for the kth user at time j. The interference canceller ignores the structure

of mutual interference, and uses the spreading sequence so W k, j = S k ,j ' The MMSE approach

uses a more sophisticated filter

(5.7)

where K k ,j =S ~ ,j D kS k ,j +0' 21 , Dk is a diagonal matrix of the residual power of interfering

users, and S k,j = [s 1.1" ", S k-I ,j' S k+l.j ' '' · ' SK.L ]' As the MMSE filter is heavily dependant on

the signal-to-noise ratio, the normalisation factor , P k / (1 + P ks ~ .jK ~> k.J, can be dropped,

reducing the filter to

(5,8)

By applying the stationary inversion, X ( I/+I ) = x '"' - (Mx(// ) - b), to K~:j' a multistage filter

implementation is arrived at

(1/+1) <I> (K\.
W k , ; = 11 Pk ,j '

where each stage in the filter consists ofa simple matrix multiplication Kk,jwi':} [45] .

(5.9)

Figure 5.3 shows a block diagram of the receiver structure proposed in [48]. The receiver take s

the matched filter output, ~" and generates conditional channel probabilities p~, 14, ), which

are multivariate Gau ssian conditional probabilities [20]. The marginal probabilities for the kth

decoder, p~, 14:k
) ) , are calculated by the metric generator. The single-user SISO MAP

decoders accept the output from the metric generator, and output a posteriori information back

to the metric generator as a priori information for the next iteration, as described above. The

decision rule for the metric generator is [48]:
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p(~"Y )
~I = arg max - I

ti, p(y)
- I

= argmaxp(y I~I)
ti, _ I

(5. 10)

Figure 5.3: Block diagram proposed by Reed et al 1481

The block diagram in Figure 5.4 shows the system proposed in [49]. This method employs a

seria lly concatenated convolutional code, which consis ts of a RSC encoder, an interieaver, and a

differential encoder, for each user. The receiver utilises a bank of K matched filters to decode

the COMA signal. The received signa l is iterated between the RSC decoder, the differential

deco der and the multiuser detector [49].

b ,
~

YI ...
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Channel

bK
~

YK ...

f----- - ••~
I
I

I
I

r----tol.~

~ ·1
C1

RSC 1I:]

UK

·1 ·1
c,:

RSC 1I:k

(a) Trausmitte r

r -- ---- - --- ---- -- - - - - - - ~

II

I

- 1
~ YI I

41 IJr1 1 ""
I

....
I

RSC I - -- I

H--. i r n Multiuser I
Jr 1 Detector I,

I I I III I I , II , , YKI I I II I I , II I II I I I I

Joint Detector
I
I
I

------------ --- --------~

(b) Receiver

Figure 5.4: J oin t detector proposed by Xia and Ryan 1491
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The table below gives a summary of the performance of selected iterative decoders, giving the

SNR at which a P, of 10-4 was achieved and the number of iterations for the detector to

converge (where available):

Table 5.1: Iterative detector performances

SNR where a P, - 10-4 achieved Convergence

Darwood et at [46]

Alexander et at [47]

Reed at at [48]

Xia and Ryan [49]

Grant and Alexander [57]

5.2 Iterative Blind Detectors

11 dB

5 dB

4dB

::::2.3 dB

::::5.6 dB

7

3

5

Derryberry et at proposed a method whereby the blind adaptive algorithm itself is modified to

be iterative [50]. The blind adaptive algorithm as described in Section 3.7.2 updates the weight

vector once per symbol interval, which could lead to many symbols being processed while the

weight vector is slowly converging to the solution [50]. The iterative blind adaptive algorithm

reduces the time taken to converge via multiple updates of the weight vector per symbol. This

algorithm is iterative in that each update of the weight vector corresponds to processing the

same observed signal sample vector with different observed interference vectors [50] . There is

also mention of the fact that the data symbols can be broken into smaller ' sub-symbols ' ,

however this also reduces the processing gain, which is not desirable [50].

Whil st this method, when used with an error coding scheme , satisfies the purpose of this thesis ,

it does not meet the objectives of having an integrated COMA and FEC coding architecture.

The iterative blind adaptive algorithm combined with an iterative error-coding process proves

computationally complex.

A Gaussian Mixture Model based on Expectation Maximization (EM) channel estimation is

proposed in [51] and [52], and is also described in [53] for space-time coding systems. Again ,

this method is not suitable due to the fact that the spreading code did not need to be known for

detection, yet the channel needed to be accurately estimated. A system using the blind adaptive

algorithm with an integrated COMA and FEC coding architecture would reduce the

computational complexity of the COMA receiver significantly.
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5.3 Blind Iterative MUD with Error Coding

5.3.1 Previous Work

The detector shown if Figure 5.5 is a blind iterative decision-feedback, using the MOE criterion,

proposed in [54]. From the figure FI1I and BI1I denote the feedforward and feedback filters , in the

mth iteration, respectively, and ~~' denotes the interference that is assumed to be Gaussian, and

A;' denotes the amplitude. The priors are calculated from the estimates of A;" and var(~ t) ,

which are gained from time averages of d;(i)y ;'(i) and GI;'(i)-A;'d k(i) ]2 [54]. Training

sequences would be required at the receiver to obtain the time averages, and the blind adaptive

MOE method, described in Section 3.7 and [1,17-19], is used to generate symbol decisions that

can replace the training sequences [54].

The received signal is given by [54]:

rU) = AdU) + n(O, (5 .11)

where A is the channel matrix, dU) is the vector symbols contributing to rU) and nU) is the

additive white Gaussian noise vector. The blind adaptive MOE algorithm produces the decision

statistics [54]

(5.12)

where XU) satisfies the constraint AHXU), where XU) is obtained as explained in Section 3.7.

The hard deci sions of the estimate diU), d'(r) = dec[dU)], are then used in estimating A; and

var(~~ ) . For the first iteration the feedforward and feedback filters are given by F I = [A + X]H

and B I = 0, respectively [54].

The iterative algorithm is implemented as follows:

• For the first iteration, the MOE algorithm is used to compute X and form the decision

statistics dl(i) = [A + X(OtrU), from which the hard decisions are taken and used to

estimate A; and var(~ ~). The priors are then computed using Gaussian assumption on

~~ , de-interleaved and input into the MAP decoder.
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r(i) Compute I-- --ttoi
I--~-l---l---"-""'I Pri ors

Figure 5.5: Blind iterative receiver proposed by Lim et at 154]

b(i)
~

• For subsequent iterations, the a posteriori probabilities of the coded bits are interleaved

and soft estimates are formed from the APP's to compute the necessary time-averaged

correlation matrices [55], which in tum are used to compute F'" and B"'. Soft estimates

of the coded symbols d" (i) = F"'r(i) - Bd",-l (i) and hard decisions

d'(i) =dec[d(i)] are formed . A;' and var(~ ~') are obtained from d'(i), pnors are

computed, de-interleaved and inputted into the MAP decoder.

5.3.2 New Work

The proposed receiver is a combination of the receivers described in [54] and [48], which are

described in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.1.3 respectively. The proposed detector is shown in Figure 5.6.

The message is FEe coded with a convolutional code, then passed through an interleaver. The

output of the interleaver is then spread and modulated before being transmitted across the

multiuser channel. A SOYA algorithm replaces the MAP algorithm used in [48] and [54] due to

the fact that although its performance is slightly worse, the reduction in complexity makes this

negligible.

The MOE criterion for blind detection was decided upon, as it is the more common of the blind

techniques. The MOE detector makes the initial estimates as before . The interleaver is used to

'distribute ' any further burst errors that may occur. Once the priors have been computed, either

by using the hard decisions of the MOE detector to estimate A~ and var(~ ~ ), or they may

initially set to P(1) = P(-l) = 0.5, which is computationally less complex. The SOYA decoder

may then decode the message. The feedback filter, B, operates as above in that it has an initial

value of zero that may be altered as required, and may simply be used as a gain to strengthen the

signal if it is not required. The primary function of the feedback filter is to ensure that the
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algorithm remains stable . The integration of the MUD and FEe decoders comes in that the

MO E detector provides information about the channel to compute the priors used by the SOYA

decoder, and to determine the filter B as required.

Code
Bits

(a) Transmitter

T k • MOE .... -1 ... Compute d, ...
Detector ..... 1t ... Priors .....

~ ~

."

B ~
SOYA

~ Decoder

(b) Receiver

Figure 5.6: Proposed blind iterative MUD with FEe

5.3.3 Analysis

The analysis of the propo sed detector will be described usmg the equation s for the blind

detector using the MOE criterion . It may be noted, that as the blind detecto r approximates the

MMSE detector in terms of performance, the equations to model an MMS E detector may be

used.

The output SIR of the blind detector is given by Equations 3.15 and 3.16. The BER at the output

of the blind detector is given by Equation 3.17.

The mult i-user variance can be derived as in [45]. For the case of equal transmitted power the

residual interference variance (J ~ == (J 2 and the symbol variance (J ~. k = (J ~ are both

independent of the channel popul ation [45]. The variance transfers are given by [45]:

(5. 13)

(5.14)
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where !mud and idee are the transfer functions for the MUD and error decoder respectively. The

variance transfer analysis is hence reduced to a one-dimensional dynamical analysis, which is

derived in [56] for iterative detectors using interference cancellation. This method still applies

for performance analysis if the users have unequal received powers [45].

For the case where the power is unequal the variance transfer can be analysed in a similar

manner to the equal power case by constructing effective variance transfer functions for the

decoders. The effective variance transfer function has the general form [45]:

2 No K cjJ 2
(7 --+--(7

cjJ - 2P N d .cjJ ,
(5.15)

where (J~ is the interference variance normalised with respect to the power level P, N is the

spreading gain, and K eff = ~ I :=IK,~ is the effective number of users for unequal power,

where J denotes time. The effective symbol variance is denoted by (J ,7.cjJ' and can take on

values between 0 and 1 [45]. It is obtained by getting the variance transfer function for the FEe,

i: ' via numerical experimentation, from which the symbol variance can be calculated as:

2 *(p 2JadJ = Idee P i a eff '

where j E {I,. . . ,J}. The effective symbol variance can then be calculated as [45]:

where Clj is the weighting factor, and " Ja . =1 .L..J 1=1 1

(5.16)

(5.17)

The variance transformation over each iteration for BPSK modulation is also derived in [46, 56]

as follows; the noise variance at the output of a Viterbi decoder with a hard output assuming an

input variance a~l is given by [46, 57]:

2 4 I Q( d free Ja FEC ~ c free ~,

am

At the next iteration the total input noise to the joint detector becomes [46, 56]:
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(5.19)

where P= K/N is the normalised load. Combining Equations (5.18) and (5.19) , and taking into

account the BPSK modulation, the variance transfer can be given by the following relationship

[46,56]:

2 I Q( 2d free
]

cr ll/+I = 4(; free n. 2 N '
pcr 11/ + 0

(5.20)

where 111 denotes the iteration. Given that the Q-function can be defined as in Equation 3.24, the

variance transformation for BPSK modulation becomes:

2 2 I Q( d free
]cr ll/+I=(; free ? •

Bcr ;" + No
(5.21)

The BER at the output of the receiver can be calculated from the instantaneous SIR by [58]:

(5.22)

Applying Equation 3.24 we then get:

The stability is analysed in [57] as follows; the derivative below is considered:

2n. ( d J ~ ( d JF ' ( ) P fr ee - fr ee
X =- ? exp ? '-r;, Bx + o Bx+ o

Noting that B(Bx + cr
2

) oX < 1, the followin g condition for stability is obtained [57]:

I ( 2d fr ee ?]O<x < - -cr ' =>F'(x) <1.
B 3In d fr ee - In Yrr
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5.4 Conclusion

An overview of iterative multiuser detection has been given in this chapter. Selected iterative

detectors were described and compared. A summary of iterative blind algorithms was given.

Previous blind iterative detectors were described and the proposed detector was presented. An

analytical model for the proposed detector was given.
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CHAPTER 6 PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED BLIND

ITERATIVE DETECTOR

This chapter presents the simulated and analytical results for the detector proposed in Section

5.3.2. The simulated performance of the proposed detector is compared to the performance of

the blind MOE detector, intended for data communication in both rural and urban environments;

however the simulation will focus more on the rural environment. The effects of various

channel parameters on the performance of the proposed detector are simulated and discussed.

Simulations were performed with a frame length of 1500 bits and a spreading code of length 31,

with no multipaths and perfect power control, unless stated . The simulated channel is AWGN.

The plots are the averaged results from 150 independent simulations, unless otherwise stated.

The simulated interleaver is a simple block interleaver, and a (2, I, 1) convolutional code with

generator matrices (g., gz) = (1 1 I, I 0 1) was used, unless otherwise stated . Whilst the

simulations employ an AWGN channel, the system should also be able to operate under

conditions with burst errors, hence the interleaver is included. The initial a priori information

was taken as P(l) = P(-l) = 0.5.

The simulated channel is a K x Lp+1 matrix , where K is the number of users, and Lp is the

number of multipaths. The first column contains unity values, and the remainder of the values

are less than unity and randomly generated (the first column corresponds to the main

transmission path, and the other columns correspond to the multipaths). The near-far value is

taken with respect to the desired user 's strength. The desired user's message is passed through

the channel, using Matlab's ' filter' function . The cross-correlation of the interfering users is also

passed through the filter, and then added to the desired user 's signal along with AWGN, to take

into account MAl and channel noise respectively. One parameter i.e. SNR, users, multipaths, or

the power of the interfering users in relative to the desired user (the near-far effect), can be

varied at a time.

The analytical results were obtained by using the equations in Section 5.3.3. The BER was

calculated from the instantaneous SIR as in Equation 5.8. The variance transfer function for the

SOYA decoder was assumed to be equivalent to that of the Viterbi decoder, given by Equation

5.6. The SIR at the output of the MOE detector can be calculated as in Equations 3.15 and 3.16.

This will then be the input SIR to the "prior calculation" block.

The legends of the graphs are as follows; "Iterative" denotes simulations of the proposed

detector, "Analytical" denotes the analysis of the proposed detector, "Blind MOE" denotes the
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performance of a blind MUD using the MOE criterion , without any error coding, as simulated in

Section 3.8.2. The performances of the detectors simulated in 3.8.2 were corroborated with the

performances appearing in literature. "SU Bound" denotes the single-user bound. In other cases ,

assume the simulation refers to the proposed blind iterative MUD if it is not explicitly stated .

6.1 General Performance and Complexity

As can be seen from Figure 6.1 the iterative detector exhibits a significantly improved BER

performance over the blind MOE detector. Only the performance after 3 iterations is shown to

avoid overcrowding the graph with plots, making it unreadable. The detector converges after 3

iterations, and will be discus sed again later. The plots only show the SNR 's up to 8 dB as the

simulation plots becomes inaccurate at higher SNR's due to the low BER. These simulations

were averaged over 250 independent simulations with a frame length of 4000 bits.

As can be seen, the fewer the number of users operating on the channel , the better the

performance. This is to be expected due to the fact that there will be less multiple access

interference to generate errors . The effect of the number of users on performance will be

discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.1. The simulated plot closely follows the analytical plot

for each channel population.
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Figure 6.1: I'erforman ce afte r 3 iterations for (a) 2 users. (b) 5 users. and (c) 10 users

Figure 6.2 shows that the system converges to its final value, with the improvement after three

iterations being negligible . Figure 6.3 shows the first three iterations, with the corresponding

ana lytical plots . Again it can be seen that the analytical and simulated plots are very close

together in value.
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Figurc 6.3: Convergence with analytical plots, 5 user s

Figure 6.4 shows the effect the spreading code length has on performance. It can be seen that

the performance of the propo sed detector increases with an increase in code length. This

corresponds to the characteristic shown in Figure 3.3 in Section 3.1.
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Figure 6.4: The effect of processiug gain on performance, 5 users
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Figure 6.5: The effect of convolntional code rate ou performance

Figure 6.5 shows the performance compari son of the proposed iterative MUD using a rate- l/2,

as simulated for Figure 6.1, and the propo sed detector using a rate-l /3 convolutional code with

generator matrice s (g), g2, g3) = (l I I , I 0 I, I I 0). This is to illustrate how the system

performance can be altered by changing the parameters of FEe component. The superior

performance of the system employing the rate- 1I3 code is clear , however the computational
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complexity is increased, resulting in a longer processing time, thus a rate-l/3 code would only

be used in areas with high interference or when processing time is not an issue. The results of

the rate- 1I3 code system is very close to those given by [54].

6.2 The Effect of Channel Parameters

6.2.1 Channel Population

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the effect of channel population on the iterative decoder compared to

that of the blind MOE and analytical results respectively . It is apparent that with an increase in

the number of users in the channel , there is a decrease in performance . It follows that the

performance is decreasing due to the rising amounts of MAl due to the extra users. Again, the

superior performance of the iterative decoder compared to the blind MOE detector can be seen

in Figure 6.6. The simulated plots approximate the analytical plots, as is apparent in Figure 6.7.

The simulated plot for the SNR=IO dB is not accurate due to the frame length being too low to

get an accurate BER 's. Figure 6.8 shows the convergence of the iterative detector , and the

characteristic of the improvement in performance being negligible after 3 iterations is again

exhibited. It should be noted that the iterative detectors performance will converge to that of

other detectors as the number of users increases, as eventually the channel will become so

overloaded that any signal will be drowned out.

Users

Figure 6.6: The effeet of channel popul ation on blind MOE and iterative blind detectors
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Figure 6.7 : Anal ytical and simulated plot s for the effect of channel populat ion
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6.2.2 Near-Far Effect

Figure 6.9 shows the effect of the signal power of the interfering users relative to the desired

user. As can be seen, the stronger the interfering users ' signals are, the worse the performance

of the desired user is. In addition, the effect is more noticeable for 10 users than for 5. Both of
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these characteristics may be explained by MAl , In that an increase in an interfering user 's

strength, an increase in the number of users, or both , will increase the amount of MAl the

desired user is subjected to. Again , the iterative decoder exhibits superior performance to the

blind detector, but will converge for the same reasons as given above.
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6.2.3 Multipaths

Figure 6.10 shows the effects of the number of multipaths on performance. The multipaths were

simulated as in Section 3.2.1. Again it can be seen that the iterative detector exhibits an

improved performance over the blind detector. The degradation in performance as the number

of multipaths increases is as a result of an increased amount of interference from the extra,

asynchronous signals on the channel. Again, the more users on the channel, the greater the

effect the multipaths have (assuming each user has an equal number of multipaths, so for each

additional user operating on the channel , there are Lp new multipaths), for the same reasons as in

Section 6.2.2 above. The multipath component of the received signa l can be mode lled as:

K LI'

I1l = I I a jd (t - T)
k=\ j =1

(6.1)

Where LI' is the number of multipaths and k is the number of users , <l:i is the attenuation relative

to the parent signal , and Tj is the time delay relative to the parent signal.

The performance of the iterative detector will again converge to that of the blind detector, for

the same reasons as above .
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Figure 6.10: The effect of multipaths for (a) 5 users, and (b) 10 users

The simulated and analytical results for the proposed blind iterative detector were presented in

this chapter, and the performance of the proposed detector was compared to the performance of

the blind MOE detector. From this comparison, it can be seen that the proposed detector has

superior performance to that of the blind MOE receiver. It can also be seen that the analytical

performance closely matches that of the simulated performance, and the proposed detector

converges in three iterations. A system employing a rate-1/3 convolutional code shows an

improved performance over a system with a rate- l/2 convolutional code, as predicted in Chapter

4, and an increase in processing gain results in a lower BER, as predicted in Chapter 3. There

was a decrease in performance when the number of interfering users was increased, the number

of multipaths was increased, or the power of the interfering users, relative to the desired user ,

was increased. This behaviour is supported by the theory presented in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR FUTURE WORK

Spread spectrum communication was first conceptualised in 1949, and direct sequence spread

spectrum was proposed in 1950. The developments were initially restricted to military and

navigation systems in the 1970s, until the cellular application of spread spectrum was realised in

1978. In 1986 the optimal multiuser detector was proposed by Verdu, and since a number of

sub-optimal multiuser detectors, such as the MMSE and decorrelating detector, have been

proposed. The first commercial venture using CDMA was the IS-95 standard (1993), and since

then there has been commercialisation of wideband CDMA systems. CDMA cellular systems

have recently been introduced in South Africa, and whilst the 3G technology has not been fully

established, the superior data rates offered give it an advantage over the existing cellular and

fixed line telecommunication systems.

The variant of CDMA we are concerned with is DS-CDMA (the other two being FH-CDMA

and TH-CDMA). Its basic principle of operation is that the message bits for each user are spread

with a unique pseudo-random sequence , which is nearly orthogonal to the spreading sequences

of the other users operating on the channel. At the receiver, a chip-matched filter is used to de

spread the signal with the same sequence that it was spread with. As the signal components due

to noise and the other users are not spread with that sequence, they are cancelled out. This

method does not suppress interference entirely; as the spreading codes are not complete ly

orthogonal there is still some MAL As can be seen from Figure 3.2, the performance decreases

as the number of users increases as there are more interfering components. Figures 3.4 and 3.5

show that the performance is degraded by multipaths and the near-far effect, respectively.

Multiuser detectors attempt to mitigate these effects, a number of which have been proposed in

literature. The most common are the MMSE, decorrelating and blind detectors, each having

their own advantages and disadvantages. These detectors were simulated and their performances

were compared in Figure 3.7. As can be seen, the performance of these three detectors is very

close. The blind MOE detector has the distinct advantage of requiring less knowledge than the

decorrelating or MMSE detectors.

Error coding is an integral part of any communication system. Errors do occur in CDMA

systems, and the FEC coding has the ability to correct some, if not all, of these errors. The error

coding schemes that are important to the aims of this report are convolutional codes and turbo

codes. The iterative CDMA detectors require the iterative decoding that is employed in the

decoding of turbo codes. The iterative CDMA system can be seen as a turbo code-like structure ,
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in that the convolutional code forms the "outer code," whilst the CDMA system acts as the

"inner code ." A number of iterative multiuser detectors have been proposed in literature, and

selected detectors were described and compared in Section 5.1.3. These detectors , however, are

primarily based on IC CDMA receivers, which require information about the channel,

interfering users and the desired user. The MAP algorithm is the preferred decoder for these

detectors.

The main goal of this research was to develop a blind iterative detector with error correcting

capabilities. The proposed detector was introduced in Section 5.3.2. The advantage of this

detector is that it has the iterative structure, but as it is blind, only requires knowledge of the

desired user 's spreading sequence . The initial detection is performed by a blind MOE receiver,

which provides the first soft-inputs and estimates of the channel in order to calculate the priors.

A SOYA decoder replaces the commonly used MAP decoder. Whilst the SOYA decoder has a

slightly inferior performance to the MAP decoder, as can be seen in Figure 4.11, it is less

computationally complex.

The proposed blind iterative structure was simulated using a (2, 1, 1) convolutional code . The

simulated and analytical plots showing the performance of the proposed blind iterative detector

were compared to the performance plots of the blind MOE detector. The superior performance

of the proposed detector was apparent. The performance characteristics of the proposed blind

iterative detector is summarised in Section 7.1.

In the future this research may be adapted using different blind algorithms, FEC coding , or

iterative decoding techniques. There may be a possibility of using a completely blind receiver

that requires no knowledge of the desired or interfering users, or the channel, similar to that of

the EM approach proposed in [51] and [52]. A modification may be done on the iterative blind

adaptive algorithm proposed in [50] to include error coding in the implementation of the

algorithm . The convolutional code in the transmitter may be replaced with a block code, as

iterative decoding of block codes has been proven to be possible [59]. The general structure of

the blind iterative decoders proposed in this report and in [54] may be altered to allow for the

implementation of other blind algorithms.

7.1 Research Conclusions

Blind multiuser detection using the minimum output energy criterion is an efficient way to

decode the desired user's signal, as it requires the minimum amount of information to do so,

namely the desired user's spreading sequence. Iterative multiuser detection has the advantage of

having integrated error coding, the CDMA detector and error decoder operating in a similar

fashion to turbo codes, in that they pass information to each other.
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An iterative blind multiuser detector with FEe coding was proposed in this dissertation as a

solution to the need for a multiuser detector than can mitigate the effects ofthe near-far problem

and multipaths. It has the obvious advantage of both the detectors mentioned above: it requires

the minimum knowledge and has integrated error coding. The blind MOE detector provides an

estimation of the channel parameters and the initial soft decision input so that the priors may be

calculated. The priors that have been calculated are fed into a SOYA decoder , the output of

which is returned to the prior calculation to be updated for the next iteration .

The proposed detector was simulated , and the main performance features of the simulation

results are summarised below:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

It exhibits superior performance compared to the blind MOE detector under various

channel conditions.

The iterative detector converges in three iterations.

Using rate-l/3 convolutional codes result in improved performance over systems using

rate-l/2 convolutional codes.

The employment of rate-l/3 codes generates results showing a performance similar to

that of the system proposed in [54].

Rate-l/3 codes should be used when the interference is known to be great or when

computation time is not an issue.

Increase in pseudo-code length results in better performance

The performance of the proposed system decreases with an Increase in the channel

population or the number of multipaths.

The performance also decreases with an increase in the interfering user's signal strength

in relation to the desired user's signal strength.
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